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SUM FORMULA FOR KLOOSTERMAN SUMS AND FOURTH
MOMENT OF THE DEDEKIND ZETA-FUNCTION
OVER THE GAUSSIAN NUMBER FIELD
ROELOF W. BRUGGEMAN & YOICHI MOTOHASHI

Abstract: We prove the Klo0sterman-Spectral sum formula for PSL2(Zlil)\PSL2(C), and apply it to derive an explicit spectral expansion for the fourth power moment of the Dedekind
zeta-function of the Gaussian number field.
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1. Introduction
Our principal aim in the present article is to establish an explicit formula
for the fourth moment of the Dedekind zeta-function (F of the Gaussian number
field F = Q(i):

Z2(Y, F) =

1:

l(F( ½+ it)l 4g(t)dt,

(1.1)

where the weight function g is assumed, for the sake of simplicity, to be entire and
of rapid decay in any fixed horizontal strip. The basic implement to be utilized is
a sum formula for Kloosterman sums over F

SF(m, n; c) =

L

exp ( 21riRe ((md + nd)/c)))

(1.2)

dmodc
(d,c)=l

with c, d, m, n E Z[i] and dd = 1 mod c. It is an extension of the KloostermanSpectral sum formula for PSL2(Z)\PSL 2 (R). By a Kloosterman-Spectral sum
formula we mean any method of expressing sums of Kloosterman sums in terms
of_ spectral bilinear forms in Fourier coefficients of automorphic forms, and by a
Spectral-Kloosterman sum formula any procedure in the opposite direction. As is
to be detailed shortly, the existing version of the Spectral-Kloosterman sum formula for PSL2(<C) concerns only K-trivial automorphic forms over PSL2(<C), and
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is unsuitable to handle sums of Sp explicitly. We extend the Spectral-Kloosterman
sum formula to all K -types and invert the Bessel transformation occurring in it,
obtaining the Kloosterman-Spectral sum formula for PS½ (Z[i]) \PS½ (C). We
stress that the Bessel inversion has so far been obtained only for PSL2 (JR.) and
infinitesimally isomorphic groups.
The explicit formula in Theorem 14.1 expresses Z2(g, F) as a sum of a term
Mp (g) , an integral transform of g, and a term based on the spectral decomposition
of L 2(PSL 2(Z[i])\PSL 2(C)). It is a generalization to F of Theorem 4.2 of [25] that
gives for the fourth moment Z2(g, Q) of the Riemann zeta-function an explicit
formula based on spectral data for L 2(PSL 2 (Z)\PSL2(R)); see the final section.
In [6], we have generalized that theorem to real quadratic number fields with
class number one. In all the three cases, the fourth moment Z 2 (g, ·) is linked to
spectral data via Kloosterman sums. Thus one may assert that they are built
on an essentially common basis. Indeed, the structural similarity among these
spectral expansions of the moments is remarkable.
There are, however, notable differences among them as well. In the rational
case, the MQ(g) is the main term, overshadowing the other explicitly spectral
terms. For the quadratic cases, the same does not hold. We shall briefly discuss
this peculiar fact for the present case in the final section.
In the case of the Riemann zeta function, the relevant Kloosterman-Spectral
sum formula is the one due to Kuznetsov [18], [19]. There a sum of rational
Kloosterman sums is expressed in terms of a spectral bilinear form in Fourier
coefficients of automorphic forms over the upper half-plane. The test functions
on both sides of this equality are related by an integral transformation, given
by a Bessel kernel. In applications of the sum formula, it is important to have
control over this integral transformation, and, in particular, to be able to invert
it. Kuznetsov did this in the works quoted above in an ingenious way. The sum
formula for the upper half-plane has been discussed at various places. A. selfcontained treatment along classical lines can be found in the first two chapters
of [25]. For a spectral formulation of the sum formula, the version in [1] has the
advantage to stress that the spectral data are tied not to automorphic forms in
the upper half-plane but, in fact, to irreducible subspaces of the right regular
representation of PSL2(R) in L 2(PSL 2(Z)\PSL 2(1R.)).
In the case of [6], we could appeal to [4L which treats totally real number.
fields. There the Bessel transform in the sum formula on (PSL 2(1R.))d had to be
handled, but that is not essentially more difficult than the Bessel transform for
PSL2(R).
For our present group PSL 2 (C) such a reduction to smaller groups does not
hold; in fact it is the first step of an induction leading to any algebraic number
field, and we have to start from scratch. It is true that Miatello and Wallach
have given in [23] a wide generalization of the sum formula, to Lie groups of real
rank one. They have, however, good reasons to restrict themselves to irreducible
representations with a K-trivial vector which are comparable to automorphic
forms of weight zero. The relevant integral transform is described by a power
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series expansion of its kernel function; hence its behavior is only known near the
origin. Moreover, the restriction to K-trivial representations makes it unlikely
that the same kernel function can be used to describe the inverse transformation.
However, we need, for the purpose of the present paper, a sum formula that relates
sums of the form
(1.3)
SF(m, n; c)/(c)

L

cEZ{i]\{O}

to spectral data for rather arbitrary test functions f on C\ {O}. That is, we are
given a sum of Kloosterman sums to begin with, but not spectral expressions as in
[23]. This requires a good control of the relevant integral kernel in much the same
manner as Kuznetsov's theory allows us to do for PS½(R). We achieve this by
deriving a Spectral-Kloosterman sum formula for PSL2 (Z[i])\PSL 2 (C) for each
K -type, and combine it into one complete Spectral-Kloosterman sum formula. We
invert the Bessel transform in this sum formula, and arrive at the KloostermanSpectral sum formula. The major part of the present article is devoted to the
development of these Spectral-Kloosterman sum formulas. As is mentioned above,
PSL2 (C) is the first Lie group other than PSL2 (R), for which this programme has
been carried out completely. The results are stated Theorems 10.1 and 13.1. The
former theorem can be used to get information on spectral data; and it is the basis
of the latter, in which sums of the type (1.3) are spectrally decomposed. The
integral transform in these formulae has a product of two Bessel functions as its
kernel; see (6.21) and (7.21). Theorem 11.1 gives the inversion of the integral
transformation. The integral representation in Theorem 12.1 allows us to bound
the kernel function in (7 .21) in a practical way for applications, especially to treat
Z2(g, F).
Once the sum formula in Theorem 13.1 has become available, we can proceed
with the study of Z2(g, F). The general approach is the same as in the rational
case (Chapter 4 of [25]), but the computations are by far more involved, as can
be expected. Here it should be made explicit that we shall be concerned solely
with establishing an explicit formula for Z2(g, F). The asymptotical study of the
formula is entirely left for future works. Thus the present article does not contain
anything corresponding to Chapter 5 of [25], except the discussion mentioned
above as to be made in the final section.
For F the step from the fourth moment to sums of SF is carried out in
Section 2, and follows the same lines as in the rational case. In this respect, the
real quadratic case in [6] is harder. There we had to deal with infinitely many units.
As far as we see, it is essential for our method to assume that the class number is
one, for both real and imaginary quadratic fields. We could thus try to deal with
any imaginary quadratic number field with class number one, but have exploited,
in the present article, arithmetical simplifications offered by the specialization to
F = Q( i). On the other hand, the derivation of the sum formula as given in
Theorems 10.1 and 13.1 could be carried out for any imaginary quadratic number
field. If the class number is larger than one, the contribution of the continuous
spectrum is only more complicated. The discrete subgroup can be any congruence
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subgroup, provided we have a Weil type bound of the corresponding generalized
Kloosterman sums; actually, any non-trivial estimate suffices. Without such a
bound, we would run into additional technical difficulties, that would require the
method of [22] for their resolution.
In the present paper we bring together two subjects that have been regarded
virtually independent of each other. We have presented the ingredients pertaining
automorphic representations of the Lie group PSL2(C) in a rather detailed way,
in the hope to make them more widely accessible.

Remark. Main results of the present article have been announced in our note [5].
Convention. Notations become available at their first appearances and will continue to be effective throughout the sequel. This applies to those in the above as
well. We stress two points especially: (i) The terms left/right invariance/irreducibility are, respectively, abbreviations for the invariance/irreducibility of the relevant
function space with respect to the left/right translations by the elements of the
group under consideration. (ii) There are mainly two kinds of summation variables, rational and Gaussian integers. The distinction between them will easily
be made from the context. Also, group elements, operators, and spaces appear as
variables. They are explicitly indicated if there is any danger of confusion.

2. A sum of Kloosterman sums

The aim of this section is to reduce Z 2 (g, F) to a sum of Sp with variable arguments and modulus, indicating the core of the problem that we are going to
resolve. We shall partly follow a discussion developed in Section 4.3 of [25].
Thus, let g be as in (1.1) . Closely related to Z2 (g, F) is the function
J(z1, Z2, Z3, Z4jg)

=

1:

(p(z1

+ it)(p(z2 + it)(p(z3 -

it)(F(Z4 - it)g(t)dt, (2.1)

where all Re Zj are larger than 1. Shifting the contour upward appropriately,
this can be continued meromorphically to the whole of C 4 • It is regular in a
neighbourhood of the point p ½ = (½, ½, ½, ½), and

Z2(g,F)

= J(p½;g) +aog(½i) +bog(-½i) +a 1g'(½i) +b1g'(-½i)

(2.2)

with certain absolute constants ao, a 1 , bo, b1 which could be made explicit. On
the other hand, expanding the integrand and integrating term by term, we get
J (z1,z2,z3,z4;g )

=

1 ~
16 ~

O"z 1 -z2(k)O"z3-z4

lkl2z11z12z3

(l) A(
j kl)
g 2log l/

(2.3)

kl;/0

with k, l E Z[i] . Here
o-11 (n)

= o- (n, 0), a (n,p) = ¼L(d/jdl) 4Pldl
11

11

din

211

(2.4)
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with p E Z and the divisibility inside Z[i], and
(2.5)

Classifying the summands according
of absolute convergence,
.,(
J

.

z1,z2,z3 1 z4,g,

k = l and k

as

f:-

l, we have, in the region

F) _ (F(z1 + z3)(F(z1 + z4)(F(z2 + z3)(F(z2 + z4) A(O)
'" (

-

41,,F

+ 1~

L lml-

Z1

2

+ Z2 + Z3 + Z4

)

g

(2 .6 )

2
zi- z 3 Bm(Z1 -z2,z3-z4;g*(•;z1,z3)),

m:;i:0

where

Bm(a,f3;h) =

L

ua(n)ap(n + m)h(n/m),

(2.7)

n(n+m):;i:O

and
g

*(u· t5)
''Y,

= g(2 log 11 + 1/ul)
Juj2-Yll

+ uj26

(2.8)

The first term on the right of (2.6) is due to (14.21).
In order to exploit the relation (2.2), experience in the rational case suggests
that we should continue analytically the identity (2.6) to a neighbourhood of the
point p.1, and that such a continuation should be accomplished via spectrally
2
decomposing the function Bm(a,{3;g*(·;,,t5)) with a Kloosterman-Spectral sum
formula. We sha.11 see, in Section 14, that this is indeed the case. The long process
to reach there begins with the following fact on the complex Mellin transform of g* :

Lemma 2.1. We put, for q E Z, s EC,
(2.9)

wllere ex= C\{O}, and d'X.u = lul- 2 d+u with the Lebesgue measure d+u on C.
Then 9q (s; 1 , o) is regular in the domain

Re (s

-

1 - o)

<0

(2.10)

as 8 function of three complex variables. More precisely, all of its singularities are
in the set {1 + t5 + ½lql + l : Z 3 l ~ O}, as is implied by the representation
_

.

gq(s, /) o)

_1
q
r(,+o-s+½lql)
-2(-1) r(l + s - , - t5 + ½lql)
00

X

1

_ 00

r(l-t5+it) r(s-,-it+½lql) ()
• )
r ( t5 - it
r(1 +, - s +it+ 2I lq)I g t dt,

(2.11)
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where the contour separates the poles of r(l-o+it) and those of r(s-,-it+½lql)
to the left and the right, respectively; and s, -y, /j are assumed to be such that the
contour can be drawn. Mor.eover, if -y, /j I and Res are bounded, then we have,
regardless of (2.10),
(2.12)
Yq(s; 'Y, 6) << (1 + lql + lsl)-A
with any fi.xed A> 0, as lql + Isl tends to infinity.
Proof. The first assertion follows from the observations that g* ( u; -y 1 6) «
lu1- 2Reh+&) as u-+ oo, and that g*(u;-y,6) is of rapid decay as u-+ 0, -1,
which is a consequence of respective upward and downward shifts of the contQur
in (2.5). To prove the second assertion we assume, temporarily, that
Re-y <Res< Re(-y + 6) <Re')'+ 1,

(2.13)

which is of course contained in (2.10). Moving to polar coordinates, we have

- (.

) - _!_

gq s, 'Y, /j -

21f

loo ()loo
-oo

g t

o

r

2(s--y-it)-111r
-1r

d
d
I1 + reeilqlB
iBl 2(&-it) 0 dr t.

(

2.14

)

This triple integral is absolutely convergent. Note that we need to deal with the
part corresponding to Ir - 11 < e, 10 ± 1rl < e with a small e > 0 separately. The
innermost integral is equal to

1 .--r(6-it)

100 y8-it- 1e-y(l+r
0

= 21r(-l)q

r(6 - it)

loo

q

)

111" exp(ilql0 - 2rycos 0)d0 dy
-11"

y8-it-1e-y(I+r2) I

0

Thus we have
g- (s·"' 6)

2

loo
loo

= (-l)q

',,

_

X

(2ry)dy

2-&+itg(t)
r(6-it)

loo

·

r2(s--y)-8-it-1

(2.16)

0

Y8-it-1e-h(r+I/r) Ijql (y)dy dr dt

= (-l)q
x

00

lql

(2.15)

00

1
_

00

21-&+itg(t)
r(6 -it)

100 y&-it-1 K2(s--y)-8-it(Y)l1ql (y)dy dt,

where the necessary absolute convergence follows from asymptotic expansions of
these Bessel functions. The last integral can be evaluated as a limiting case of
formula (1) on p. 410 of [35] coupled with the relation i-lq!Jlql(iy)
l1q1(y). It
is equal to
r(s - -y - it+ ½lql)r(-y + 6 - s
22-s+,tr(lql + 1)

+½lql)

x 2F1(s -1 - it+ ½lql,'Y + /j

+ ½lql; lqJ + 1; 1)
= 28-it-2 r(l - /j + it)r(s - 'Y - it+ ½lqt)r('Y + /j - s + ½lql)
r(1 + 1 - s +it+ ½lql)r(1 - -y - 6 + s + ½lql) '
- s

(2.17)
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where we have used Gauss' formula for the value of the hypergeometric function
at the point 1. Thus we get (2.11) with the contour Imt = 0, provided (2.13).
Having obtained this, we use analytic continuation to have the representation
(2.11) for those s, 'Y, fJ with which the above separation of poles is possible. Then,
to find the location of singularities, we move the contour in (2.11) to Im t = L
with a sufficiently large L > 0. We may encounter poles at t = i(l - fJ) + il with
integers l ~ 0, but the relevant residual contributions are easily seen to be entire
over C 3 , whence the above assertion. As to the bound (2.12), we note that, when
Isl lql tends to infinity while 'Y, fJ, and Res are bounded, the contour in (2.11)
can be drawn. Then we need only to push the contour down appropriately. The
new integral is readily estimated by Stirling's formula. We may encounter poles
if q is bounded, but then resulting residues do not disturb (2.12) because of the
assumption on g. This ends the proof.
•
Now, returning to (2.7), we note the Ramanujan identity over F: We have,
for any n E Z[i], p E 2Z,
I)c/Jcl) 2PSp(n, O; c)!c!- 28
cfO

{ 0'1-s(n,p/2)

4

= (p(s,p/2) · (p(s - 1,p/2)
where

(p(s, p)

if n
if n

f:. 0,
= 0,

Res > 1,
Res > 2,

1

= 4 I)n/lnl)4Plnl-2s

(2.18)

(2.19)

nfO

is the Hecke L-function of F associated with the Grossencharakter (n/lnl) 4P.
Applying this with p = 0 to the factor O'J3(n + m) in (2.7), we see that if

1 + max(O, Re a)

< Re ('Y + fJ),

Re,8

< -1,

(2.20)

then we have the absolutely convergent expression

}(F(l - ,8)

Bm(a, ,B;g*(·; 'Y, fJ))

L !cl 2

(J3-l)

(2.21)

cyO

x

L

exp(21riRe (dm/c))Dm(a, d/c; g*(· ;'Y, fJ))

d mod c

(d,c)=l

with

Dm(a, d/c; g*(·; 'Y, 6))

=La

0

(n) exp(21riRe (dn/c))g*(n/m; 'Y, fJ).

(2.22)

nfO

Note that we have used g*(-l;'Y,fJ) = 0 in (2.21). We expand g*(u;'Y,fJ) into
a Fourier series, and apply Mellin inversion to each Fourier coefficient, so that in
view of the last lemma we have, for any u E ex and r < Re (,y + fJ),

g*(u; 'Y, 6)

= ~ L(u/lul)q
1rt qEZ

1
(r)

Uq(s; 'Y, fJ)lul- 28 ds,

(2.23)
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where (r) is the vertical line Res

r. Thus we have

Dm(o.,d/c;g*(· ;-y,o))

= ~ L)m/lml)-q

(2.24)

Xq(s, o.; d/c)lmJ 25 gq(s; 1', o)ds,

(r)

'1rt qEZ

provided 1 + max(O, Re o.)
Xq(s, o.; d/c)

1

< r < Re (1' + o), where

= L ua(n) exp(27riRe (dn/c))(n/lnl)qlnl- 25

(2.25)

nfO

with (d, c) 1.
Then we invoke (see [27)): If q f:. 0, the function Xq(s, o.; d/c) of sis regular
for any o.. If q = 0 and o. -/- 0, it is regular except for the simple poles at s 1
and s = 1 + o. with the residues 1rJcl 2(a-I)(F(l - o.) and 1rlc1- 2 (a+I)(F(l + o.),
respectively. Moreover, we have, for any combination of parameters,

= (c/lcl) 2q(1r/fcl) 48 - 2a- 2
r(1 - s + ½lql)r(1 + o. - s + ½lql)x (l _
I
I
-q
S
r(s + 2 !ql)r(s - o. + 2 Jql)

Xq(s,o.;d/c)
X

(2.26)

_ . d-/
o.,

1

)

C

with dd = 1 mod c. By the convexity argument of Phragmen and Lindelof we
deduce from this that" Xq is of polynomial growth with respect to all involved
parameters as far as s remains in an arbitrary but fixed vertical strip.
The last lemma allows us to shift the contour in (2.24) to the left as we like.
The functional equation (2.26) yields
Lemma 2.2. If

1 + max(O, Re o.) < Re (1' + o),

jRe o.l +Rep< -2,

(2.27)

+ B<,,!>](o.,/j;g*(·;-y,o)).

(2.28)

then we have, for any non-zero m E Z[i],
Bm(o.,/j;g*(·;-y,o))

=

[B<,;:>

Here
B~> (o., P; g* ( · ; 1', o))
2
(F(l - o.)(p(l - P) =21rfml O"a+,8-1(m) (p(2-o.-/j) go(l;-y,o)

+ 21rfml2(a+1)0"

+ o.)(p(l -p) _ (l
(F(2 + 0. - /j) 90

(m)(F(l

,8-a-l

(2.29)

+ o.·

'1',

/J)

a.nd
B~>(o., /j; g*(·; 1', o))

=-

1

2

4i?r ,8-l(F(l -

.

P)lml 0 +.8+I

(2.30)

L O"-a(n)jnja+/J-l Sm,n(o.,/j, 'Y, /J;g),
nfO
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where

Sm,n(o:,{J, 1 ,5;g)

L j:i SF(m,n;c)[g]( 2;
2

v'ffln;o:,{J, 1 ,5);

(2.31)

+ ½lql) 9q(s; ,, 5)(1ul/2)48 dS

(2.32)

c:;lO

[g](u; a:, fJ, ;, 5)

= (juj/2)-2(Ha+J3)

X L(u/lul)- 2 q
qEZ

r f(l -

le,.,)

s + !lql)f(l + Q;

f(s + 2lql)f(s -

Q;

-

:

+ 2lql)

with 1/ < 1 + min(0, Re o:). All members on the left sides of (2.28)-(2.32) are
regular functions of the four complex va.riables in the domain (2.27).
Proof. This is analogous to the rational case, which is developed in Section 4.3
of [25]. The first condition in (2.27) comes from (2.20). The second condition
there allows us to shift the contour in (2.24) to (c;) with 1 + ½Re (o: + fJ) <
c; < min(0, Re o:). Then the right side of (2.29), which depends on (2.18), is the
contribution of the poles at s = 1, 1 + o: which occur only when q = 0. With
this choice of the contour, in place of (1/) in (2.32), the absolute convergence
throughout (2.30)-(2.32) follows solely from (2.12). This gives the regularity
assertion. To finish the proof we move the contour from (c;) to (1/) as is specified
above.
•

Note that [g](u; a:, fJ, 1 , 5) is even with respect to u so that the choice of
square root makes no difference in (2.31). A relatively closed expression for the
transform g ~ [g] is available, though it is not much relevant to our present
purpose; see Remark at the end of Section 12. The use of the Weil bound (8.14) for
SF gives the refinement of the second condition in (2.27) to IRe o:I Re fJ < - ~ .
It should, however, be observed that the domain (2.27) in C 4 , even with this
refinement, does not contain the critical point (0, 0, ½, ½) that corresponds to P½
in (2.2). In other words, the estimate (8.14) of individual Kloosterman sums
does not suffice; we need a massive cancellation among Kloosterman sums. We
shall demonstrate, in Section 14, that the Kloosterman-Spectral sum formula in
Theorem 13.1 serves this purpose. It can be regarded as a device to separate
the variables m, n in (2.31). Taking the result of the separation into (2.30), a
sum of products of Hecke series emerges. The fact that these functions are entire
and of polynomial growth gives rise to the desired analytic, or more precisely,
meromorphic continuation of (2.6) to C 4 .

Remark. The right side of (2.7) is called the complex binary additive divisor
sum; for its rational counterpart see [24]. The dissection leading to (2.6) is crucial
in our argument. We stress that it is not precisely the analogue of the Atkinson
dissection in the rational case (see Section 4.2 of [251). Observe that on the right
side of (2.6) three times the first term is hidden in the second term; and thus the
latter does not represent the non-diagonal part of the sum (2.3) in the traditional
sense. A direct extension of Atkinson's device might be to classify the summands
in (2.3) according either to the norms of k and l or to the ideals generated by
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them. Then it would, however, be difficult to relate the result of dissection with
any Kloosterman sums or like. In our argument we exploit a geometric feature
specific to the ring Z[i]; that is, our dissection is based on the lattice, rather than
arithmetic, structure of Z[i]. If one tries to consider the fourth moment of the
Dedekind zeta-function of any imaginary quadratic number field with class number
larger than one, the dissection argument will become an issue. We note that our
argument has, nevertheless, a certain generality as well; it extends to

1_:

l(F( ½+it, a)(F(½ + it, b)l 2g(t)dt

(2.33)

for any a, b E Z. See also Remark at the end of Section 14.

3. The group PSL2 (C)

The Sm,n in (2.31) is a sum of Kloosterman sums. The spectral decomposition
of it requires a considerable dose of the representation theory of the Lie group
PSL2(C).
With this aim in mind, we shall work with functions on SL2(C) which are
left-invariant over SL 2 (Z[i]). Since it is implied that they are even, i.e., f (-g)
f(g), we are actually dealing with
(3.1)
Denoting by [::} the projective image of the elements
put
1
n[z] = [
h[u] = [ u 1/u
k[a,,8]

n,

for z, u, a, ,8 EC, u
N

= {n[z]: z

with a[r]

f= 0,

EC}, A

l,

lal 2

± (::)

of SL2 (C), we

= [ ~13

!]

(3.2)

+ l,81 2 = 1; and also

{a[r]: r > O}, K

= PSU(2) = {k[a,/1]: a,,8 EC}

(3.3)

h[v'r]. We have, for the Euler angles cp, 0, tjJ E JR,
k[a, ,8]

h[eicp/ 2 ]k[cos( ½B), isin( ½B)Jh[ei,t,/ 2 ].

(3.4)

We have the lwasawa decomposition

G=NAK,

(3.5)

which we write, e.g., g = nak = n[zJa[r]k[a, ,B], and understand as a coordinate
system on G. With it, Haar measures on respective groups are given by
da

1
r

= -dr,

dk

= ~ sin0 dr.pdO dt/J,
81r

(3.6)
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(3.7)

We have, in particular,

L

dk

= 1,

{

lr\c

dg = 22 (p{2),

(3.8)

1r

where, with an obvious abuse of notation,

I'\G = I'\G/ K · K

~ I'\JHI3 . K.

{3.9)

Here JHI 3 is the hyperbolic upper half-space, and I'\1HI3 is represented by the set

{(z,r) E 1HI3

:

IRezl ~

½, 0 ~ Imz ~ ½, lzl 2 + r 2 ~ 1},

{3.10)

which is the classical fundamental domain of the Picard group.
Next, the Lie algebra g of G has a basis consisting of the six elements
H1

=

1 (

2

1

-1),V1=½(1 1),W1=½(_1 1),
= ½(
i) , = ½( i

-i) , V 2

-i

W

2

(3.11)

i) .

These generate the universal enveloping algebra U{g). We identify them with
right differentiations on G; that is, e.g.,
(H2/)(g)

= R3t--+0
lim dtd f(gexp(tH2)) =

(8,t,f)(g).

(3.12)

Then U(g) is the set of all left-invariant differential operators on G. The center
Z(g) of U(g) is the polynomial ring C[n+, n_] with the two Casimir elements

n± = ½((H1 =t= iH2) 2 + (V1 =t= iW2) 2 -

(W1 =t= iV2) 2),

{3.13)

where the factor i means the complexification of respective elements. In terms of
the Iwasawa coordinates we have
(3.14)

and
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Restricting ourselves to the maximal compact subgroup K, we note that its
Lie algebra t, and thus its universal enveloping algebra U(t) are generated by
H2, W 1, and W 2. The center Z(t) of U(t) is the polynomial ring C[fit] with

fit= ~(H~

W?

(3.16)

W~).

In terms of the Iwasawa coordinates we have

fit=

_1 2

2sm

(a!+
sin 2 oaJ + a: - 2cos08cp8,t, + sin0cos08o).
0

(3.17)

Let L 2 (K) be the Hilbert space of all functions on K which are square-integr..,ble
over K with respect to the Haar measure dk. To describe the structure of L 2 ( K),
and hence the unitary representations of the compact group K, we put, for lql S l,
l

(ax - fJi-q(fJx

L <l>~,q(k[a,{J])xl-p_

+ a)l+q =

(3.18)

p=-l

We have
<l>l-p,-q

= (-I)P+qT
p,q.

(3.19)

Also we have, with (3.4),
<l>~,q(k[a, fJ])

e-ipcp-iq,p<l>~,q(k[cos( ½0), i sin( ½0)]),

(3.20)

from which the relations
fit<l>~,q

= -½(l 2 + l)<I>~,q,

follow with the convention <l>~,q

H2<l>~,q

= 0 if !Pl, lql :S l

{<I>~,q: l ~ o,

= -iq<l>~,q

(3.21)

is violated. The set

IPI, lql s l}

(3.22)

is an orthogonal basis of L 2 (K) with norms

(3.23)

The matrices <l>l
we have

= (<I>~,q)

realize all unitary representations of K; in particular,
(3.24)

We arrange (3.22) as

L 2 (K)

=

EB L
l,q
lql$l

2

(K; l, q),

L 2 (K; l, q)

= EB C<I>~,q•
lvl$l

(3.25)
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We have

L 2(K; l, q)

=

{f E L 2(K) : flt/= -½(l 2 + l)f, H2f

-iqf}.

(3.26)

We call L 2 (K; l, q) the subspace of L 2 (K) of K-type (l, q).
More generally, in a space in which K acts, we shall say an element has
K-type (l, q) if it is a simultaneous eigenvector of flt and H2 with eigenvalues
-½(l 2 + l) and -iq, respectively. This concept corresponds to the weight in the
theory of modular forms on the upper half plane.
We shall be concerned with representation spaces of g for which we can
use the principal series representations as a model space. The space of K-finite
vectors in the principal series is

H(v,p)

= {finite linear combinations of 'Pt,q(v,p)}

(3.27)

with
'Pt,q(v,p)(na[r]k)

= r 1+

11

~~.q(k)

(v EC).

(3.28)

Formulas (3.14) (3.15) and (3.20) imply that H(v,p) isasimultaneouseigenspace
of fl±:

fl± 'Pl,q (V, p)

1

8((v f= p)

2

- l)cpt,q(v,p).

(3.29)

The space H(v,p) is not G-invariant, but known to beg-invariant and irreducible
for values of (v,p) that are of interest for our purpose. Restricting functions in
H(v,p) to K, we have a scalar product on H(v,p). If Rev= 0, the group G
acts unitarily in the resulting Hilbert space - unitary principal series. In Section
8 we encounter these unitary representations as models for irreducible subspaces
of L 2 ( I'\ G) to be defined there. The irreducibility can in fact be confirmed by
computing the actions of the six elements in (3.11) over each 'Pl,q (v, p), though we
skip it. In what follows we shall see that in most cases H(v,p) is the space we are
actually dealing with via maps commuting with the action of g or equivalently of

U(g).
Remark. The general theory as well as specific treatments of unitary representations of Lie groups can be found in [17], [32], [33], and [34]. The fundamental region
(3.10) is due to Picard [29], and its volume, given in (3.8), to Humbert [13]. Formulas (3.14)i (3.15), and (3.17) are obtained by first interpreting (3.13) and (3.16)
in terms of the local coordinates g = n[z 1 ]h[z2 ] ( 1 -l] n[z3 ] with (z1 , z2 , z3 ) E C 3 ,
over the big cell of the Bruhat decomposition of G, and by changing variables
according to the Iwasawa coordinates. Our choice of basis elements (3.22) is
somewhat different from common practice as is indicated by (3.23). This is for
the sake of convenience for our later discussion. The maps which commute with
the action of g are usually called intertwining operators.
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4. Automorphic forms

Let C 00 ( I'\ G) be the space of all smooth left I' -invariant or I'-automorphic
functions on G. We consider subspaces composed of simultaneous eigenfunctions
of n± , Sle, and H 2 : Let x be a character on Z (g) . We put
Al,q(X)

=

{f E C 00 (I'\G): Sl±f = x(Sl±)f, and of K-type (l,q) }·

(4.1)

Elements of Al,q(X) are called left I'-automorphic forms on G of K-type (l, q)
with character X· Obviously they are counterparts of PSL2(Z)-automorphicforms
on PSL2(R).
As being eigenvalues of differential operators, x(Sl±) cannot be arbitrary:
Lemma 4.1. If Al,q(X)
defined by

=/ {O}

then X = Xv,p. Here Xv,p is the character of Z(g)
1

Xv,p(Sl±) =
with certain v E C and p E Z,
(v,p) 1-+ (-v, -p).

8

IPI :5

2

((v =F p) - 1)

(4.2)

l, which are uniquely determined modulo

This assertion is a consequence of a study of Fourier coefficients of automorphic forms, which we are going to develop. Thus, for any f E C 00 (I'\G) we have
the Fourier expansion
(4.3)
f(g) =
Fwf(g),

L

wEZ[i]

where

(4.4)
with

I'N

= I' n N,

1/Jw(n[z])

= exp(27riRe (wz)).

(4.5)

Obviously the operator Fw commutes with every element of U(g), implying that,
if f E Al,q(X), then Fwf is in the space
Wt,q(X, w)

= {h E C

00

(G) : h(ng) = 1/Jw(n)h(g),
of K-type (l, q) with character x}.

(4.6)

Thus the above lemma is a corollary of
Lemma 4.2. If Wt,q{X, w) =fi {O}, then there exist v E C and p E Z,
such that x = Xv,p.

I.Pl :5 l,

Proof. Let h E Wi,q(X, w). We note that for any fixed g E G the function h(gk)
of k E K belongs to L 2 (K; l, q). In particular we have

h(g)

=

L hp(na)<l>~ q(k).
1

IPl~l

(4.7)
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The formulas (3.14)-(3.15) and (3.20) imply that the condition f!±h = x(f!±)h
is equivalent to
1
1
x(f!+)hp= (l-p)r8,)1.pt-1 + (r 2 8;-(1+2p)r8r+4r 2 8z8z+p(p+2))hp,

8

2

(4.8)

x(f!_ )hp= -~(l+p)r8zhp-1 +~(r 2 8;+(2p-l)r8r+4r2 8z8z+p(p-2))hp, (4.9)
where it is supposed that hp = 0 if IP! > l. We shall first consider the case w = 0.
Then (4.8) (4.9) can be written as

+ (p2 + l)hp =½(a++ a_)hp,
php = ¼(a_ - a+)hp

r 2 h; - rh~
prh~ -

(4.10)

with x(f!+) ¼(a+ -1), x(f!_) = ½(a- -1). If pf:: 0 the second equation has
a solution space spanned by rl+v with ti= (a_ - a+)/4p; and the first equation
gives a± = (t1 ,= p) 2 . If p = 0, we have a+ =a_. If a+ =/: 0, then rl+v and
r 1-v with t12 = a+ span the solutions of the first equation. If a+ = 0 then r and
r log r are the corresponding solutions; and we have ti 0. This settles the case
w = 0. We next move to the case w =/: 0. For each t EC\ {0}, let it be the left
translation
(4.11)
itf (g) = J(h[t]g).
We have
(4.12)
which reduces the problem to the case w
h(n[z]a[r]k)

= 1.

= exp(1ri(z+ z))

Any h E Wt,q(X, 1) has the form

L

hm(r)tl>~.q(k).

(4.13)

lm1:::;1

Again by (4.8)-(4.9) we have

r 2 h':n

-

(2m + l)rh~ + (m2 + 2m - 41r2 r 2 - 8x(f!+))hm
= -41ri(l - m)rhm+l,
2
r h':n + (2m - l)rh~(r) + (m2 2m - 41r2 r 2 - 8x(f!-))hm

(4.14)
(4.15)

= 4ri(l + m)rhm-1·
We write x(f!±)

=

k(µi

-1). We may assume, without loss of generality, that
(4.16)

It is immediate that there exist constants c±, d± such that
(4.17)
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We consider first the case µ± (j. Z. Applying inductively the equation (4.15)
to hl(r) we see that in the expansion of h-l(r) all terms are multiples of either
rl'+ -l+1+ 2m or r-µ+ -l+1+ 2n with integers m, n ~ 0. On the other hand, if c_ 0
in (4.17), then h-l(r) has a term equal to a multiple of r-µ-+!+l. Thus we have
either µ+ - l + 1 + 2m -µ_ + l + 1 or -µ+ -l 1 2n = -µ_ + l + 1. The
first identity givesµ++µ_ = 2(l - m), whence O ~ m ~ l and µ+ = v + (l - m),
µ_ = -v + (l - m) with a v E C. The second gives µ+
µ_ - 2(1 - n);
that is, µ+ = v - (l - n), µ_ = v
(l - n) with a v E C, where we have
0 $ n $ l because of (4.16). This settles the case c_ =f. 0. In other case,
we should have h-t(r) = d_rH 1 Iµ_ (21rr). Applying inductively the equati'on
(4.14) to h-t, we proceed in much the same way, and obtain the assertion of the
lemma. Next, ifµ_ E Z, then the above procedure yields that all terms of hl(r)
are multiples of either rl-'- -l+1+ 2m log r or rl-'- -l+1+ 2n with integers m, n ~ 0.
According as either c+ =f. 0 or = 0, we have µ_ - l + 1 + 2m = µ+ l 1 or
µ_ - l + 1 + 2n = µ+ + l 1, respectively. Thus we are again led to the same
conclusion. Finally, we observe that µ+ E Z implies µ_ E Z; and we end the
proof.
•

It should be remarked that in the above it is proved that if (v,p) =f. (0, 0),
then
(4.18)
otherwise

Wt,q(Xo,o,0)

= Ccpt,q(0,p) EB C8,.,<pt,q(v,p)l11=0.

(4.19)

Thus dim Wt,q(Xv,p,0) = 2, but for w =f. 0 we know only dim Wt,q(Xv,p,w) ~ 2 at
this stage.
If a function f on G satisfies the bound
f (na(r}k)

O(r 6 )

(4.20)

as r j oo with a certain real constant b, then we say that f is of polynomial
growth. The dependency of the bound on the set where n and k move around is
to be mentioned in our discussion. Automorphic forms with polynomial growth
are the most interesting ones. The Fourier terms inherit this growth property, and
we put

wr,;\x11,p, w)

= {h E Wt,q(Xv,p, w)

: of polynomial growth,
uniformly over K}.

(4.21)

In this way we get rid of the I-Bessel term in (4.17), which is of exponential
growth. On noting basic properties of the K-Bessel function, we have readily
Lemma 4.3. Let w =f. 0. If wr,;i(xv,p, w) is non-zero, then it has dimension one.

Any generator h satisfies
h(na(rJk)

as r Too , with a certain real b.

= 0 (lwrj 6e- 21rJwlr) ,

(4.22)
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We shall prove in the next section that we have actually dim Wz~ (xv,p, w) 1
for any w-/:- 0. Moreover, we shall later show that dim Wi,q(Xv,p, w) = 2 always
(see (6.17} ).
We next introduce the notion of cusp forms: Let
1

Af,; (Xv,p)

= {f E Al,q(Xv,p)

: of polynomial growth,

uniformly over N and K};

(4.23)

and put

(4.24)
This is the space of cusp forms of K -type ( l, q) with character Xv,p . The description of the Fourier terms in (4.17), and (3.14)-(3.15) imply:
Lemma 4.4. All cusp forms f are real-analytic and of exponential decay:
/(na[r]k) = O(e-'ll'T)

(4.25}

uniformly over N, K as r tends to in.inity.
Remark. Automorphic forms can be defined on much more general Lie groups,
see, e.g., Harish Chandra's lecture notes [11].

5. Jacquet operator

In order to give explicitly an element in the space W,lP,q01 (Xvp,
w), w-/:- 0, we shall
'
appeal to the Jacquet integral. This device turns up in the computation of the
Fourier expansion of Poincare series.
Thus, let f be a function on I'N\G, with which we generate the Poincare
series
1
(5.1}
P1(g) = 2
f('yg).

L

'YEI'N\I'

We shall ignore the convergence issue temporarily. Via the Bruhat decomposition
we have

P1(g) =

~ (f(g) + /(h[i]g))+

iL

L L /(n[d/c]h[l/c]wn[d/c+w]g),

c.;fO d mod c

(5.2)

w

(d,c}=l

where w = [1 -l];
formula, equal to

dd = 1 mod

c. The innermost sum is, by the Poisson sum

L exp(21riRe (dw/c)) 1"Pw(n)- J(n[d/c]h[l/cjwng)dn
1

w

N

(5.3)
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with t/Jw as in (4.5). If we suppose further that J is such that

= 1Pw (n)f(g)

J(ng)

(5.4)

1

with an w' E Z[i], then we have
P1(g) =

~ (/(g) + /(h[i]g))

(5.5)

¾LLSp(w,w';c)
w

c:/0

1

t/Jw(n)- 1 /(h[l/c]wng)dn.

N

Hence we have
FwP/

=

½(ow,w'f + Ow,-w fd)
1

+ ¾L Sp(w,w'; c)Awf1;cf,

(5.6)

c:/0

where

o is the Kronecker delta,

f is

as in (4.11), and

L

t/Je(n)- 1 /(wng)dn

Aef(g) =

(5.7)

is the Jacquet integral. A property of Ae is

(5.8)
for any t f:. O; thus only Ao, A1 matter actually. Obviously Ae commutes with
any element of U(g).
Now, let us compute Aw<pl,q(v,p), which is in Wz,q(X 11 ,11 ,w). We remark that

l [ l [Jr2 z+

r - k
wnzar =n [- -z
-- a -[ ] []
r2 + lzl2
r2 + lzj2

lzl2'

Jr2-r+ lzl2

l

·
,

(5.9)

and thus

(5.10)

Aw<pl,q( v, p; na[r]k[a, ,6])

=

n r 1 _,.,

1Pw( )

e-2,riRe(wrz)
----<I>l

1
C

n + lzl 2 )

11

+l

p,q

( k[

z

-1

✓1 + lzl 2 ✓1 + lzl2

]

l

ka ) d
[ ',6] +z.

This shows that for Rev > 0

(5.11)
We have, by (3.24),
Aw<pl,q(v,p; na[r]k) = 1/Jw(n)

L v!n(r)<I>!n,q(k)
lml$l

1

(5.12)
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where

1

e-2'1fiRe (wrz)

v 1 r -r1 -v
-----<I> 1
m( ) c (1 + lzl 2)v+l p,m

(

k

z

[

l)

-1

Jl + lzJ 2 ' Jl + lzl 2

d,

+2·
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The relation

(5.14)
and (3.20) imply that, after the change of variables z = uei<P, the last integral
becomes

u
<I>l
u2)v+l p,m

x
Thus we see that if w

(k [

1:

✓1

u

+ u2'

✓1

l ])

(5.15)

+ u2

exp ( (p + m)i¢ - 21riRe (wruei<P)) d</) du.

O, then
00

l

vm(r) = 2m)m,-pr

u

u

-1

Jo (1 + u2)v+l <I>p,-p k ✓1 + u2' ✓1 + u2

1-v {

l

(

[

l)

du;

(5.16)

and if w =J. 0, then

v!i.(r) = 21rr 1 -v(iw/!wl)-p-m
00

X

1

o u

Jp+m(21rlwlru) <Pl
(1 + u2)v+l
p,m

(k [✓1 +

The integral in (5.16) is, by the definition of

!El

-1+ l)

u

u2' ✓1

<I>t,-v,

equal to

u2

2
(l - IPI) 1=
u a+l
o (1 + u2)v+l+l
! r(l IPI + l)r(v + Ip!) L (-1)° (l - IPI) (v + IPDa
2r(v + l + l)r(2IPI 1)
(2Jpl + l)a

(-l)l-p

a=O

(-l)a

(l

IPI)

a

(5.17)
d
u.

du

a

(5.18)

!-lvl
a=O

a

+ 1 - v) r(IPI + v)
2 r(l + 1 + v) r(Jp! + 1 - v).
1 r(l

The last line depends on the identity
k

L(-l)j (~) (a)~
j=O
J (f3)J

({3 - a)k
(/J)k '

(a)j

a(a + 1) .. • (a

j - 1),

(5.19)

which can be shown by induction. On the other hand, we observe that if p+m < 0
in the integrand in (5.17) then we may replace (p, m) by (-p, -m) without
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affecting the value of the integral, since we have (3.19) and J_a = (-l)°Ja for
a E Z. Thus, according as sgn(p + m) ±, the integral is equal to

(-1)1-p

L

min{l:i=m,l:i=p}

(-lt

(l =fm) ( l±
a

a=O

)

m

(5.20)

l=fp-a

Exchanging the order of summation, the sum over a taken inside is equal to

b!(2l-b)!

1

Ev(m, b) = (l _ p)!(l + p)!

(5.21)

c-~(lm ~I !m-pl))e-½(lm+~l-lm-pl))·

x

In fact it is
min{l=Fm,l:i=p}

L

a

a=b

(l - m)!(l
b!
with A

E

+ m)!

l=fp-a

minf

(5.22)

b

B} _ _ _ _ _ _
1_ _ _ __

(A

a=b

a)!(B - a)!(a - b)!(a + c)!

= l =f p, c = Im + Pl ; and on the assumption

l =f m, B
min{A,B}

(l =f m) ( l± m)(a)

1
A-b
d
= (A-b)!(B-b)!(c+b)! E(-l)

(A - b)
d

A

:s; B

(b - B)d
(c+b+l

(5.23)

(A B+c-b)!
(A - b)!(B - b)!(A + c)!(B + c)!
because of (5.19). Hence we get (5.21).
Collecting these and invoking the formula

1

00

0

which holds for -1

ur+lJr(tu) du= (t/2)'1 K
(t)
(1 + u2)11+l
r(77 + 1) r-17

< Rer < 2Re77

!

(t > 0),

(5.24)

(formula (2) on p. 434 of [35]), we obtain
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Lemma 5.1. We have that for w = 0
r(l + 1 - v) r(IPI + v)
Aocp1,q(v,p) 7r r(l + 1 v) r(IPI 1 - v) 'Pl,q(-v, -p);
and for w
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(5.25)

0

Aw'Pl,q(v,p)(na[r]k)

= 2(-1) 1-P1r

11

(5.26)

lwl 11 - 11j,w(n)

L (iw/lwl)-=-Pa!n(v, p; lwlr)lf>!n,q(k)
l=l:$I

with
(5.27)

a!n(v, p; r)
l-l=+Pl/2-1-m-pj/2

L

(

(-1)1E1(m,j)r(v

j=O

:-l +

)!+1-j

1 -j) Kv+l-l=+Pl-i21rr).

We see that with respect to v the function Aocp1,q(v,p) is meromorphic, and
for w f:: 0 the function Awcp1,q(v,p) is entire. Thus, taking into account analytic
continuation, we may extend Aw so that Aw'Pl,q(v,p) is given by the right side
members of (5.25)-(5.26), as far as they are regular. In this way we define the

Jacquet operator:

(5.28)
where the right side is the space spanned by all "'i~;1(xv,p, w), IPI ::; l, lql ::; l.
The function Awcp1,q(v, p) spans the space Wt;1(xv,p, w), w
of v E C, p E Z. In particular, since the space

f::

0, for all values

"'i~;1 (X-v,-p, w)

is identical to

wl~;1(xv,p, w)' the function Aw'Pl,q(-v, -p) is a multiple of Aw'Pl,q(v, p). Checking
the coefficients of <I>l,g(k) in these functions we find the functional equation
(1rlwl)- 11 (iw/lwl)Pr(l

1

v)Awcp(v,p)

= (1rlwlt (iw/lwl)-Pr(l + 1 -

(5.29)

v)Awcp(-v, -p).

Note that the term Jacquet operator is limited to its application to the space
H (v, p), whereas we use the term Jacquet integral wherever it applies. This abuse
of terminology should not cause confusion in our later discussion.
Now, the most important example of automorphic forms that are not cuspidal but of polynomial growth is offered by the Eisenstein series of K-type (l, q):
1
e1,q(v,p;g)
cpi,q(v,p)(,g)
(Rev>l)
(5.30)

L
2 'YEI'N\I'

with p E 2Z. We need this condition on p to have a non-trivial sum; note that
(3.20) implies 'Pl,q ( v, p; h[i]g) = (-1 )Pcpi,q( v, p; g). The series converges absolutely
in the indicated domain of v, and is regular there, which is the same as in the K trivial case. The Fourier expansion of e1,q(v,p) can be obtained as an application
of the foregoing discussion. Obviously we have

Awf 1/c'Pl,q(v, p)(a[r]k)
Thus, by (2.18), we have

= (c/jcl) 2Plcl- 2(v+l) Aw'Pl,q(v, p)(a[rJk).

(5.31)
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Lemma 5.2. The Eisenstein series e1,q(v,p), p E 2Z, is meromorphic over C with
respect to v. When it is regular, we have the Fourier expansion
2 11

'Pl,q(v,p)

7r

r(Z + 1 - v) (F(l - v, p/2)
r(l + 1 v) (F(l + v, p/2) 'Pl,q(-v, -p) (5.32)

1

+ (F (1 + V,p / 2) L D'-

11

(w, p/2)Aw'Pl,q(v,p).

-1..

WrO

We also have the functional equation
1r-

11

r(l

+ 1 + v)(F(l + v, p/2)e1,q(v, p)
= 1r r(l + 1 - v)(F(l 11

(5.33)
v, p/2)e1,q(-v, -p).

Proof. These assertions are consequences of the previous lemma, the identity
(5.29), and the functional equation

(5.34)

•

This ends the proof.

Note that in the present arithmetical situation we do not need to establish
Langlands' analytic continuation [20] of Eisenstein series. We stress also that
the above discussion implies that each cusp-form 1/; E 0A1,q(Xv,p) has the Fourier
expansion

1/;

L c(w)Aw'Pl,q(v,p)

or

Fw'I/;

= c(w)Aw'Pl,q(v,p)

(5.35)

w:;jO

with certain complex numbers c(w). Because of this, instead of considering individual automorphic forms, we study systems that behave under the action of g in
the same way as the rp1 q(v, p). Thus, automorphic representations move to the
focus of interest; that are linear maps from the model space H(v,p) to C 00 (I'\G)
that commute with the action of g. Specifically we have, for any X E g,
1

(5.36)
This means that the result of a right differentiation applied to a cusp-form is a sum
of a finite linear combination of cusp-forms, since H(v, p) is g-invariant. Moreover,
we see that the set of automorphic functions g'lj; or U(g)'I/; share the Fourier
coefficients {c( w)} in the sense expressed by the identity (5.36). In passing, we
note that in (5.35) we have
c(-w) = (-l)Pc(w).

(5.37)
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Remark. The operator Aw has been studied by Jacquet [14] for more general
groups than PSL2 (C). For PS~(JR), one obtains an expression in terms of Whittaker functions. Basic properties, like (5.34), of Hecke £-functions associated
with Grossencharakters can be found in [12].

6. Goodman-Wallach operator

The Jacquet integral has given a solution to the system (4.14) (4.15), which is at
most of polynomial growth in the sense of (4.20); and it has fixed the operator Aw.
The formula (4.17) suggests, however, the existence of a solution of exponential
growth. To construct such a solution we shall employ a method due to Goodman
and Wallach [10]. We shall have a map
(6.1)

'.Bw: H(v,p)-+ W(Xv, 11 ,w)i

where the right side is spanned by all W1,q(Xv,p,w), IPI S l, lql S l.
Thus, let cp E H(v,p) be arbitrary. We shall find an infinite vector {a(m,n):
m, n ~ 0} , which depends only on v, p, w , so that

L

'.Bwcp(g) =

a(m,n)8;io;cp(wn[z]w- 1 g)lz=O

(6.2)

m,n:::.o

satisfies
'.Bwcp(ng) = 1/Jw(n)'.Bwcp(g),

(6.3)

or

We note that

Considering the exponential of the right side in a vicinity of t

= 0,

we have

Otcp(wn[z]w- 1 n[t]g)!t=O

(6.6)

Otcp(h[ezt]wn[z]w- g)lt=O + Otcp(wn[z t + z]w- g)lt=O
(1 + v - p)zcp(wn[z]w- 1 g) + z 2 8zcp(wn[z]w- 1 g),
1

since for

€ = 6 + i6 (6, 6

E JR)

2

1
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The formula (6.6) gives

Otar;- a;cp(wn[z]w- 1 n[t]g)l(z,t)=(O,O)
= m(v -

p

1

(6.8)
1

+ m)ar;-- a;cp(wn[z]w- g)lz=O.

In just the same way one may show that

0t ar;- a:cp( wn[z]w- 1 n[t]g) lcz,t)=<o,o)
= n(v + p n)8r;1 a;- 1 cp(wn[z]w- 1 g)lz:c:cO.

(6.9)

From these and (6.4) we see that the coefficients a(m, n) should satisfy the recurrence relation
niw a(m, n)

= (m + l)(v -

niw a(m, n)

p + m + l)a(m + 1, n),

(6.10)

l)(v + p + n + l)a(m, n + 1).

(n

We set the side condition
(6.11)

Then we are led to

a(m, n)

m!n!r(v+l-p+m)r(v+l+p

n) ·

(6.12)

With this choice of the vector, the sum (6.2) converges absolutely for any element
cp E H(v, p). Indeed, the analyticity of z 1-+ cp(wn[zJw- 1 g) provides us with a
necessary bound of the derivatives. We stress that the sum is entire with respect
to ll.
Obviously the operator 'Bw commutes with all elements of U(g); and it maps
cp1,q(v,p) into W1,q(Xv,p,w). Thus there should be an expansion of 'Bwcp1,q(v,p) in
terms of <I>!n,q, 1ml :S: l:
Lemma 6. 1. We have, for any w

O,

'Bwcpi,q(v,p)(na[r]k)

(6.13)

L (-iw/lw!)p-m,6~(v,p; !wlr)<I>!n,q(k),

= (nlwl)-v-l1Pw(n)

lml:'Sl

where
l (

,6m v,p; r

)

l-lm+pj/2-/m-pj/2
~
l

~

(
•

)l+l-j
1C'T

(p(m,J)-r-(v--l-+-1-_-J-") lv+l-lm+pJ-;(2nr). (6.14)
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We lmve also

1r- 2 (1rlwl)- 11 (-iw/!wl)Pr(l + 1 + v)Awcp1,q(v,p)

(6.15)

(~!wit (iw/lwl)-Pr(l + 1 + v)'Bwcp1 q(v,p)
Slll 7rll

'

(1r!wl)-v (iw/lwl)Pr(l + 1-v)'Bw'Pl q(-v, -p),
sm 1rv
'
which is a refinement of (5.29).

Proof. Let us suppose that v rj. Z. On the right side of (5.27) we replace the
K-Bessel function by its defining expression:
(6.16)
Then the function a~(v,p;r) is a difference of two parts; one is r 11 times a power
series in r, and the other r- 11 times another power series. Taking these into the
system (4.14) (4.15), we see that each part satisfies the system. The first part
is equal to a multiple of fj~(v,p;r), whence the right side of (6.13) belongs to
Wi,q (xv,p, w). The other part yields another member of W 1,q(xv,p, w); and these
two are linearly independent. Since we have shown dim Wi,q(Xv,p, w) ~ 2 already,
we find that
(6.17)
dim Wi,iXv,p,w) = 2
under the present specification. On the other hand, it is easy to see that there is
a power series P such that 'B1cp1,q(v,p; a[r])
a(O, O)r 1+11 P(r) with P(O) = 1.
Hence 'B 1cp 1,q(v, p) should be a constant multiple of the right side of (6.13) with
w = 1. The constant is equal to 1, as can be seen by checking the term with
m = p. Observing that
(6.18)
wn[t 2 z]w- 1 , we get (6.13) for general non-zero
because of h[t- 1 ]wn[z]w- 1 h[t]
w. As to (6.15) we note that 'Bwcp1,q(v,p) and 'Bw'Pl,q(-v, -p) are linearly inde1
pendent elements of ~~; (Xv,p,w); and thus Aw'Pl,q(v,p) is a linear combination
of them. Computing the coefficients of <I>Lg(k) in these three elements we obtain
(6.15). The case v E Z is settled with analytic continuation, since both sides of
(6.13) are entire in v; and (6.15) is similar. This ends the proof.
•
Now, we shall show that operators Aw1 and 'Bw 2 are related in a way which
will turn out to be important in our later discussions of the sum formula for Kloosterman sums. We observe that by (6.13) we have 'Bw 2 cp1,q(v,p; na[r]k) O(rRev+l)
as r ! 0 for any w2-=/- 0. Hence the Jacquet integral Aw 1 'Bw2'P1,q(v,p; na[r]k) converges for Rev > 0:

Lemma 6.2. Let w2 -=/- 0, Rev > 0. Then we have that
_
P sin 7rV r( l
1 - v)
.
Ao'Bw2'Pl,q(v, p) - (-1) v2 - p2 r(l + 1 + v) 'Pl,q(-v, -p)'

(6.19)
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and for w 1

=J 0
Aw1 'Bw2 'Pl,q(v, p)
(1r 2lw1w2!)-v (w1w2/lw1w2l)Pav,p(21r✓w1W2 )Aw1 'Pl,q(v, p)

(6.20)

with
(6.21)

Here J;(x) is the entire function of x which is equal to Jv(x)(x/2)-v ·for x > 0.
Proof. Let cp E H(v,p) with Rev > 0. We may take the integral defining
Aw1'Bw2 cp inside the sum for 'Bw 2 • The (m, n)-th term is equal to

a(m,n)

= a(m,n)

1
1

exp(-21riRe (w1z1))8~0; cp(wn[z

+ z1]g)lz=O d+z1

(6.22)

exp(-21riRe (w 1z))8~o; cp(wn[z]g) d+z

= a(m,n)(1riw1)m(1riw1r Aw1 cp(g).
This and (5.25), (6.12) readily give (6.19)-(6.20).

•

Remark. The operator 'Bw is due to Goodman and Wallach [10), but for a more
general context than PSL2(C). Miatello and Wallach use it to express Fourier
coefficients of Poincare series in terms of their T-function, which coincides with
our 8v,p if specialized to PSL2(C); see Proposition 2.7 in [22]. An extension of
[10] is given in [21].

7. Lebedev transform
The Lebedev or the K-Bessel transform
00

f

~

1
o

dr

f(r)Kv(r)r

(7.1)

plays a significant role in the theory of sum formulas for rational Kloosterman
sums. Since the function K v appears in the Fourier expansion of the classical
Eisenstein series over lHI 2 , it appears natural to anticipate that the corresponding
function, i.e., Aw'Pl,q(v, p), in the Fourier expansion of e1,q(v, p) should work analogously in the present context. We shall show in later sections that this is indeed
the case. Here we shall carry out some preparatory work. In particular we shall
prove an extension of the one-sided inversion of the Lebedev transform:

where T/ is to satisfy an appropriate regularity and decay condition.
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Thus, let w f:. 0 and put

Pl,q(N\G, w) = { f E C 00 (G) : f(ng) = VJw(n)f(g), of K-type (l, q),

= O(r1 + o)

as r

17

/(a[r]k)

L0, = O(r 1 -

1700

)

(7.3)

as r j oo },

where constants cr0 , cr00 > 0 may depend on each f. We define an extension Lf,q
of the Lebedev transform applied to an f E P,,,q(N\G,w) by
w

Ll,qf(v,p)

= r(l+ 1-v)

(1rlwl)"'(-iw/lwl)-P

II

2Jl<f>l

7r

~q

1

K

N\G

_ .

f(g)Aw'Pl,q(-v,p)(g) dg, (7.4)

where dg = r- 3dr dk for g a[r]k E N\G. From (5.27) it follows that the integral
converges absolutely for IRevl < cr0 , and that Of,qf(v,p) is a regular function
there. If Rev< 0, then we have an integral representation for Aw'Pl,q(-ii,p)(g),
which being inserted into (7.4) yields an absolutely convergent double integral
over N\ G x N. Hence for -cr0 < Rev < 0 the last integral is equal to

1

f

f(g)r.pl,q(-v,p;wg)dg =

{

f(wng)r.pl,q(-v,p;g)dndg

(7.5)

jN~jN

G

= {

Aof(g)r.pl,q(-ii,p;g)dg.

JN\G

We may write
Ao/(na[r]k)

=

L um(r)<I>~ q(k).

(7.6)

1

lml~l
Then, we find that for - min(u0 , cr00 ) <Rev< u 0

Using this relation we shall show that there exists a one-sided inversion of L'f,q:

Theorem 7.1. Let us assume that the function r, is defi.ned over the set

{(v,p) E CC x Z: IRevl $ u,

IPI $

(7.8)

l}

with a fixed u > 1, and satisfi.es the conditions:
1. r,( v, p) is holomorphic on a neighbourhood of the strip !Re vi $ u,
2. r,(v,p) << e-.,..llmvl/ 2 (1 + IImvl)-A for any A> 0,
3. r,(v,p) = r,(-v, -p).
We put

1

1 ~ (-iw/lwl)P
21r3i Lt ll<I>t II
r,(v,p)(1rlwl)
IPl~t
p,q K
(O)

_,_,

r(l + 1 + v)

x Awr.pt,q(v,p)(g)vt(p) sin 1rvdv

(7.9)
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with t:{0)

1 and e(p)

= -1

for pf:. 0. Then Ml,qT/ E P,.,q(N\G, w) t and we have

2 Vf(p)+l
LiqMlqT/(v,p) = -7rp2 -v2
I

IT (j2 -

I

v 2 ) • r,(v,p).

(7.10)

l'5:.j'5:.l

Proof. We shall consider the first assertion. To estimate Mz,qT/(na[r}k) as r Tco,
we note that the integral formula

r(E + l)

2
= 2.,/ir(u/2){

K u
{( )

100
0

eiux

(1 + x2)H½

dx

'

(7.11)

-½ , gives, after a multiple use of partial integration,

which holds for u > 0, Rec; >

(7.12)

½k,

for each fixed k ~ 1, uniformly for IRe{I <
u > 0. This and (5.26)-(5.27)
imply that Mf,q1J(na[r}k) is of rapid decay with respect to r as r T co. Next, to
treat the case where r l 0 we observe that by (7.12) the contour in (7.9) can be
shifted to (O'.) with 0 < O'. < u. Then (3.23), (6.15), and the condition 3. give
Mtqr,(g)

= 2~

L (~~j}wl?-p
{1
p,q

IP[$l

K

+

(a)

1}

17(v,p)(1rlwlt

(7.13)

(-a)

x r(l + 1 + v)'Bw'Pl,q(v,p)(g)ve(p)dv.

We may shift the contour (-0'.) to (O'.), and have
w

Ml,qT/(g) =

i ~ (iw/lwl)-P
~ ll<Pl II
IPl'5:.l
p,q K

7r

1

r,(v,p)(1rlwl)

v

(7.14)

(a}

x r(l + 1 + v)'Bw'Pl,q(v, p)(g)vt(p}dv
~ (iw/lwl)-P
+ l.1 ~ ll<Pl II 17(0, p)'Bw'Pl,q(0,p)(g).
1'5:.IPl9
p,q K
The formulas (6.13)-(6.14) imply that as r l 0 the first sum on the right is
O(r 1+0 ) , and also
~

l.1 ~
1'5:.IPISL

(iw/lwl)-P
ll<Pt II r,(0,p)'Bw'Pt,q(0,p)(g)

p,q

(7.15)

K

= b(17)1/Jw(n)r <Pb,q(k) + O(r3 )
= b(17)'Bw'Pt,q(l, 0)(g) + O(r3 ),
2

where l ~ 1, and b(17) = -1rl · l!r,(0, l)lwlll<Pi,qlli/. Collecting these we have
indeed Mz,qT/ E P,.,q(N\G, w). We note that the last line in (7.15) is to play a role
in Section 9.
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Consequently we may use (7. 7) in computing L l,qMl,q TJ( v 1 p) . We thus apply
Ao to the identity (7.14). It is easy to check the absolute convergence that is
necessary to exchange the order of integration, and by (6.19) we have
(7.16)

This and (7. 7) yield, via the Mellin inversion,
2

LlqMLqTJ(v,p) = -27f- r(l + 1 + v)f(l + 1 - v)
,

VE(p) sin 1fV

'

V

2

-p

2

TJ(v,p),

(7.17)

•

which ends the proof.

The above discussion implies in particular that Mi,qTJ E L 2 (N\G). Related
to this we shall show a Parseval property of the transform Mi,q:
Lemma 7.1. Let TJ and 0 satisfy the three conditions in the last theorem. Then

we have

f

jN\G

Mt'qTJ(g)M,qO(g) dg
'

1

= 77f

Z

(7.18)

'

1 TJ(v,p)0(v,p)
L
IPl~I

--v2E(p)+1
2

(0)

p -

sin 1fV
2
V

IT
l

02 -

v2) dv.

j=1

Proof. We replace Mi,q0(g) by its defining expression. The resulting double integral over N\G x iIR is easily seen to be absolutely convergent; and consequently
we have

f

jN\G

= 2~i

Mi,qTJ(g)M,qO(g)dg
'

L h Li,qMt,qTJ(v,p)0(v,p)vi(p) sin 1fvdv,

(7.19)

IPl:9 (O)

•

which gives the assertion.
Further, we shall show
Lemma 7.2. For any non-zero w 1 , w2, r we defi.ne the map

(7.20)

where

Xv,p(e)

1

= -.
-{8-v,-p(e) - 8v,p(e)}
Slil1fV

(7.21)
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with 8v,p defined in (6.21). Then we have, for T/ as in the last theorem,

l1rrj 2Mt~~(w1, w2, r)TJ(v,p).

4

Aw 1 J:\.M :TJ(v,p)

(7.22)

Proof. It is trivial that ~{w 1 , w 2 , r )TJ satisfy the three conditions in the last theorem. Hence the right side of (7 .22) is well-defined. To transform the left side we
use (7.14). Formally we have
w2
Awl lrMt,qT/(v,p)(g)

i 2 ~ (ir2w2/lr2w21)-P1
2
v
1r lrl Lt
IJ
TJ(v,p)(1rlr w21) (7.23)
IPl:S:1

u~z

p,q K

(a)

·

r(l + 1 + v)Aw1 '.Br2w2(.f'l,q(v,p)(g)vE'(p)dv
~ (ir 2w2/lr 2w2l)-P
1 2 Lt
+ l.lrl
II
TJ(0,p)Aw1 '.Br2w2(.f't,q{0,p)(g),
1:S:IPl:S:l
p,q K
X

u~l

where we have used (6.18). To verify the exchange of the order of integrals implicit
in (7.23) we need only to invoke (7.15); note that it also allows us to use (6.20)
even for Aw1 '.Br2w21P1,q(0,p), p ::/- 0. Thus we have, by (6.20),

We shift the contour (o) of one half of the last integral to ( -o); then the last sum
disappears. To the integrand over (-o) we apply the functional equation (5.29).
After a rearrangement we get (7.22).
•

Remark. This section is a detailed work-out of the last chapter of [34} in the case
of PSL2(C). It is in fact the harmonic analysis of the space of N-equivariant
functions. The r.,r,q could be called a Whittaker transform, but we regard it
rather as an extension of the Lebedev transform, paying respect to its origin. For
(7.1)-(7.2) see Section 2.6 of [25]. For an interpretation of Xv,p see Section 15.

8. The space L 2 (I'\G)

In the next section we shall treat inner-products of certain Poincare series, especially their spectral decompositions. Here we shall briefly develop the relevant
spectral theory of the space L 2 (I'\G) composed of all left I'-automorphic functions on G which are square integrable over I'\G with respect to the measure
induced by dg. To this end we shall employ the unitary representation of G realized over L 2 (I'\G) via right translations by elements of G. We shall see that
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automorphic forms on G, especially the basis elements for the Parseval formula
over L 2(I'\G), do not occur singly but are parametrized through maps of the
model space H(v,p) and live in right-irreducible subspaces of L 2(I'\G) sharing
Fourier coefficients, as is indicated at the end of Section 5. This point of view will
be essential in describing the sum formula for Sp .
We first observe that the constant function and all cusp-forms over G belong
2
to L (I'\G) 1 because of (3.8)-(3.10) and (4.25). We have
(8.1)
Here 0L 2(I'\G) is the subspace spanned by all cusp-forms, and called the cuspidal subspace; the subspace eL 2(I'\G) is the orthogonal complement. The space
0 2
L (I'\G) is G-invariant, and we have a decomposition

oL2(I'\G)

= ffiv

(8.2)

into countably many subspaces V irreducible with respect to the action of G. Each
V has a dense subspace that is a common eigenspace of the Casimir elements, and
Lemma 4.1 implies that we should have
(8.3)

It is known that for the group I' all V are of unitary principal series type, and
we can suppose that
VV E i[O,oo).
(8.4)
Moreover, there exists a linear isomorphism

Tv: H(vv1Pv) _. V,

(8.5)

which has a dense image and commutes with the action of g. This has the following
immediate consequences: We have the decomposition

EB

V =

\li,q,

\li,q

C Tv'Pt,q(VV ,Pv ),

(8.6)

1Pvl9, lql~l

where \li,q is the subspace spanned by all cusp-forms of K-type (l, q) in V; that
is, dim \li,q = 1. Besides, the unitary structure of H(vv,Pv) mentioned at the
end of Section 3 is transferred by Tv into (8.6) 1 and we have
(8.7)
with the norm
expansion

II · llr\G

corresponding to (8.9). By (5.35) we have the Fourier

Tv<pt,q(VV,Pv)

=L
w:fO

cv(w)Aw'Pt,q(vv,Pv).

(8.8)
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The Fourier coefficients cv(w) depends only on V and w. This is because both
Tv and Aw commute with the action of 9. The vector {cv(w)} is fixed by V
up-to an arbitrary multiplier of unit absolute value.
We now restrict the decomposition (8.1) to the subspace L 2 (I'\G)l,q spanned
by all square-integrable left I'-automorphic functions of K-type (l, q). Then the
cuspidal part is well described by the above assertions. What remains is the noncuspidal part, and it is rendered in terms of Eisenstein series of K-type (l, q), as
is embodied in the fundamental
Theorem 8.1. Let Ji, h E L 2 (I'\G)I,q, and denote their inner-product by
{/1, h}r\G =

r

JI'\G

fi(g)h(g)dg.

(8.9)

Then we have the Parseva.1 identity
7[2

(h,h}r\o =OI,o 2(F( ) (Ji, l}r,a(l,h}r\G
2

+L

ll<J.>l

L

jpj:-::;l

U1,Tv'PI,q(vv,Pv)}r\a(Tvcpl,q(VV,Pv),h}r\o

Pv,q 112K

V

+

1

(8.10)

21rill;l 112
p,q

K

r

lco)

El,q[v,p; fi]El,q[v,p; h]dv,

pE2Z

where the convergence is absolute throughout. Here V runs over a complete orthogonal system of right-irreducible cuspidal subspaces of L 2 (I'\G) that intersect
the space L 2 (I'\G)t,q non-trivially. Also

Et,q[v,p;/j]

= f

lr\G

/j(g)et,q(-ii,p;g)dg

(8.11)

in the sense of norm convergence.
Proof. This is a special case of a general result due to Langlands [20] (see also
[11]). We stress, however, that our particular assertion could be established in a
~ect~.
•
Next, we shall take into consideration the action of Hecke operators: We
define the Hecke operator labeled with n E Z[i] by

7;,. : VJ(g) ~

1

4lnl L

din

L
bmod

VJ(n[b/d]h[y'n/d]g),

(8.12)

d

where VJ is to be left I' -automorphic; the choice of the square root is irrelevant.
If VJ E 0At,q(Xv,p) 1 then we have, from (5.8) and (5.35),

TnVJ

(nfi~~~P L c(w) dl(w,n)
L ldl v(d/jdl)2

w#O

2

P

Awn/tP'Pc,q(v,p).

(8.13)
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The commutativity of the algebra {Tn} and the metric property of each Tn in
L 2 (I'\G) are analogous to the rational case. Since the right side of (8.12) commutes with the right translation by elements of G, we may assume that every V
in (8.2) is an eigenspace of Tn for all n with the eigenvalue tv(n) E IR. The Weil
bound
(8.14)
yields the estimate

<< lnl 1 /2+e

tv (n)

(8.15)

for any fixed c > 0, where the implicit constant depends only on c; see Corollary
10.1 below. The equation (8.13) implies that in (8.8)
tv(n)cv(w)

= ~lnl

L

11

v(n/lnl)-Pv

ldl- 211v(d/ldl) 2Pvcv(wn/d2).

(8.16)

dl(w,n)

In particular we have, for all n E Z[i],
(8.17)
where we have used (5.37). This and (8.16) give

tv(m)tv(n) =

1

4

L

tv(mn/d 2).

(8.18)

dj(m,n)

We have

tv(l) = 1,

tv(-n)

= tv(n),

tv(in)

= 1:vtv(n)

(8.19)

with cv ±1.
Further, let
Hv(s)

= 4 L tv(n)ln1- 2s
1

(8.20)

n;iO

be the Hecke series associated with the irreducible subspace V under the convention (8.17); note that when 1:v -1 this vanishes identically. The identity (8.18)
implies that in the region of absolute convergence
Hv(s1)Hv(s2)

= l(F(s1 + s2)

L

2

O's 1 -s 2 (n)tv(n)lnl- s 1

•

(8.21)

n;iO

Properties of Hv(s) as a function of s can be read from
Lemma 8.1. Let b E

Z, and put
Hv(s, b)

1

4

L tv(n)(n/lnltlnln;iO

2
".

(8.22)
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Take b E 2Z and ib = c:v to have a non-trivial sum. Then Hv(s, b) is entire in s
and satisfies the functional equation
1

1r -

2sr(s + ½(IPv +bl+ VV ))r(s + ½(IPv - bl - VV ))Hv(s, b)

= (-l)max(lbl,IPvl)7r2s-Ir(l -

(8.23)

s + ½(IPv - bl+ Vy))

x r(l - s + ½(IPv + bl - vv))Hv(l - s, -b).

Proof. We consider the integral
Yv (s, b; k)

=

1
ex

(8.24)

lul 48 - 2(u/lul)- 2bTvcp(h[uJk)dxu
(1ul 48 - 2(u/lul)- 2bTvcp(h[uJk) + lul 2- 48 (u/lul) 2bTvcp(h[uJwk) )dxu,

f
l1u1?.1

where cp 'Pt,d vv, pv) with l = max(lb], IPv l) , and w is as in (5.2) . Obviously
Yv ( s, b; k) is entire in s, and Yv (1 - s, -b; wk) = Yv (s, b; k). In view of (5.8),
(8.8), and (8.17), we have, for Res sufficiently large,
Yv (s, b; k)

= 4cv(l)Hv(s, b)

1
ex

lul 48 - 2(u/lul)- 2bA1cp(h[u}k)dxu.

(8.25)

By (5.26)-(5.27) this integral is equal to
2(-l)t-pvib-pv7r1+vv4i~bl(k) {oo r2s-2o:~b(VV,Pv;r)dr

'

=2

(-l)t-pvib-pv7rl+2+vv

r

(l

+l+v

)

On noting that 4'L,i(wk)

lo

e;,v (-b, 0)4i~b' i(k)

= (-l)l+b¢,~b,l(k),

(8.26)

100 r 2s+l-l Kt+v-lpv-bj(21rr)dr.
O

we obtain (8.23).

Remark. For the spectral theory of automorphic forms on semi.simple Lie groups
see, e.g., [11]. The assertion (8.4) depends on the absence of exceptional eigenvalues for the non-Euclidean Laplacian over I'\IHI3 (see Proposition 6.2 in Chapter
7 of [9]). That suffices, as the complementary series occurs only for p = 0. The
bound (8.14) is a special case of Theorem 10 of [2], which applies to all number
fields. It should be stressed that for our purpose it is enough to have any nontrivial exponent in place of 1 + c, which i.s best possible. In the proof of the last
lemma we followed [15]; see the proof of Theorem 6.4 there.
AP, to (8.2) it may be worth mentioning the following multiplicity one result:
For given ±(v,p) E ilR x Zand {t(n) EC: n E Z[i], n -:f O}, there is at most
one irreducible subspace V of 0L 2 (I'\G) with (vv,Pv) = ±(v,p), and tv(n) =
t(n) for all n. Indeed, the Fourier expansion (5.35) and (8.17) show that an
automorphic form of a given K-type is determined by (v,p) and the t(n) up to a
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scalar factor. This shows that the decomposition (8.2) is unique if we impose the
condition that the spaces V are invariant under all Hecke operators.

9. Preliminary sum formula

We now enter into the discussion of the sum formula for Kloosterman sums Sp .
The formula will be derived via spectral and geometric computations of an innerproduct of two particular Poincare series. This is analogous to the rational case.
However, the choice of these series gives rise to a discussion. A possible way to
take is to use an explicit function as a seed to generate the Poincare series, which
extends Selberg's argument for the rational case. This works well if we restrict
ourselves to the K-trivial case, but it does not seem to extend easily to the Knon-trivial situation. On the other hand, a method that Miatello-Wallach [22],
[23] developed for a far more general situation offers us a flexible way to choose
the seed function. Here we shall follow their argument, adopting it to our present
specifications.
Thus we shall employ Mr,qT/ to generate a Poincare series, where 1/ is to
satisfy the three conditions given in Theorem 7.1. We notice immediately that
(7.15) causes, in general, a convergence problem. This reminds us a similar situation that Hecke encountered in his investigation of holomorphic modular forms of
weight 2. He used analytic continuation to overcome the difficulty. In much the
same spirit we shall consider, in view of the last line of (7.15), the sum
['.Bw ]1P1,q(v, p)(g)

1

L

=2
'.Bw<pt,q(v, p)(,g)
-yEI'N\I'

(9.1)

with non-zero w E Z[i], though we actually need only the case p = 0. By (5.30)
and (6.13) we see that the sum converges absolutely, for Rev > 1, to a left I'automorphic function of K-type (l, q) with character Xv,p. The combination of
(5.5)-(5. 7) and (6.18)-(6.21) yields that

['.Bw]'Pt,q(v,p)(g) =

1

2('.Bw +

(-l)P'.B-w)'Pt,q(v,p)(g)

(9.2)

P sin1rv r(l+l-v) a_v(w,p/2)
+ (-l) v 2 - p2 r(l 1 + v) (F(l + v,p/2) 'Pt,q(-v, -p)(g)

+L

Jv,p(w,w')Aw''Pt,q(v,p)(g),

w'fO

where the second line appears only when p E 2Z; and

Jv,p (w,w

')

1
= 41r2jww'lv

( ww'
lww'I

)P ~
1
,
(21r .Jwwi)
L.t lcl2SF(w,w ;c)av,p ~
WW

•

(9.3)

cfO

The bound (8.14) implies that for Rev > ½ the function .Jv,p(w,w') is regular
and of polynomial order in w, w'. Thus ['.Bw]'Pt,q(v,p)(g) is regular for Rev> ½,
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and analytically continues to a left I'-automorphic function of J{ -type (l, q) with
character Xv,p. It is, however, of exponential growth with respect to r, g na[r]k;
and thus it does not belong to L 2 (I'\G). We then appeal to a common practice:
we attach a factor p( 1 g) to each summand of (9.1). Here p(g)
p(r) with an
abuse of notation, and p( r) is smooth, being equal to 1 for r :S r 0 and to 0 for
r > ro + 1 with ro 2::: 2. If r > 1 then this affects actually only two terms in
(9.1), which correspond to the cosets represented by 1
1 and h[i]. We thus
have, instead of (9.1)-(9.2), that

[p'Bw}'Pt,q (v, p )(g)

(9.4)

for Re v > 1, and that if r > 1, Rev > ½,

Note that as r

i

oo

[p'Bw]'Pt,q(v, p)(g)

«

Tl-Rev

(9.6)

uniformly for Re v > ½.
Returning to (7.14)-(7.15) we define Mf•*r1
by
,q
(9.7)

(9.8)

where

(9.9)
By the construction we have that Mr~*ri(g) « r2+£ with an £ > 0 as r 1 0, and
« r-A for any A > 0 as r T 00. Thus [Mr~*]ri(g) « r-£ as 1· i 00. This and
(9.6) give
[M~q}TJ(g) « 1.
(9.10)
Now, let T/, 0 satisfy the three conditions given in Theorem 7.1, and let us
consider the inner-product ([Mf,q1 ]ri, [Mf,q2 J0)I'\G with
w1,w2 E Z[iJ, w 1w:1 f 0.
.
We arc going to apply Theorem 8.1 to it. To this end we note first that the above
discussion implies

{[Miq]TJ, f) I'\G = ([M~q•*JTJ, f)r\G
'

'

+ b(77) v->l+O
lim {[p'Bw}'Pt,q(v, 0), J) r\G

(9.11)
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for any left I' -automorphic f which is integrable over I'\ G. In this we have, by
the unfolding argument,

j
([p'.Bw}'Pl,q(v, 0), f)r\G = 1
j
([Mtq'*}71, f} r\a
'

1
2

N\G

(9.12)

Mtq•*71(g)Fwf(g)dg,
'

p(g)'.Bw'Pl,q(v, 0)(g)Fwf(g)dg.

N\G

Thus, assuming that
lim

v-•1+0

.f{N\G p(g)'.Bw'Pl,q(v, 0)(g)Fwf(g)dg
= {

.fN\G

(9.13)

p(g)'.Bw'Pl,q(l, 0)(g)Fwf(g)dg,

we have
(9.14)
The functions Tvcpl,q(VV,Pv) and el,q(v,p) with Rev
0 are integrable over
I'\G and satisfy (9.13). Hence we have, on noting (7.4)i (8.8), and (8.17),

(9.15)

([Mf,q}1J, Tv'Pl,q(VV,Pv)}r\G
( ) ll<I>tv,qllK rw ,.,.,..w (
)
21(- i·)Pv 7r2-·vv-(l)t
cv
V w r(l + 1 - vv) ,L.;l,qJn.l,qT/ vv' Pv

-vt(pv) sin rrvv
=(-i)Pvrr-vvcv(l)tv(w)ll<I>;v,qllKr(l+l+vv) vp2 -v2 71(vv,pv)
V

V

by virtue of Theorem 7.1 or rather (7.17). Similarly we have, from (5.32),

E [ . [Mw J J = (-l)P/ 2 (rrlwl)-v(w/lwl)Pav (w, -p/2)
,t,q v,p, l,q 1J
(p(l - v, -p/2)

(9.16)

l
ve.(p) sin rrv
x ll<I>v,ql!Kr(l + 1 + v) P2 _ v 2 11(v,p)

for Rev 0, p E 2Z. Further, we have obviously ([Mf,q]1J, l}r\G
Collecting these we get, by Theorem 8.1,

= 0.

([M~~]1J, [Mt:JO} r\a

=

L lcv(l)l 2tv(w1)tv(w2).Xt(VV,Pv )TJ(VV,Pv )O(vv ,Pv)
V

+

~ (w1w2/lw1w21)P

~
IPl9

pE2Z

2rr·
t

i

(0)

(9.17)

D"v(w1, -p/2)uv(w2, -p/2) .,\ ( ) ( )O(
)d
IW1-~
,,,,..lvl/".',F (1 + v, p/2)12 l v,p 1J v,p v,p v,
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where V

n L 2 (I'\G)l,q

{0}, and
r(l

+ 1 + v)r(l + 1 -

v)

1rv)

1/-(P) sin
(
ll 2 -p 2

2

(9.18)

Next, we move to the geometric computation of the inner-product. To this
end we make a trivial observation that

(9.19)
Here we have, by (5.6),

~ ( ow ,w2Mt;·*0 + ow1,-w~liMr;•*0)

Fw 1 [M~:•*]0

1

(9.20)

+ ~ L Sp(w1,w2; c)Aw1i1;cM~;·*0
<.'.=/0
as

well as

Fw1 [p'.Bw2l'Pl,q{ll, 0) =

1

2 (ow1,w2P'.Bw2'Pl,q(ll, 0) + Ow1,-w2iip'.Bw2'Pl,q(v, 0))
+ 4 L Sp(w1,w2; c)Aw 1i1;cP'.Bw
1

2

(9.21)

'Pl,q(v,O).

<.'.=/0

We have, by definition,

Aw 1 i1/cP'.Bw2 'Pt,q(ll, 0)(g)

= (c/lcl) 2Plcl- 2 (1+v)

l

(9.22}

Ww 1 (n)- 1 p(h[l/c}wng)'.Bw2 /c2'Pl,q(v 0)(wng) dn.
1

In view of (5.9) this integral is bounded by a constant multiple of
(9.23)
where N*
{z : r :5 2r0 jcj 2 (r2
for z EN*,

+ lzl 2 )}

with g

= a[r}k.

By Lemma 6.1 we have,

(9.24)
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but neither on c nor on r. In this

w2

(9.25)
uniformly for r ~ 0, Rev > 0, and Z[iJ ~ c f:. 0. This means that we may take
the limit of (9.19) inside the sum of (9.21). Then, by virtue of Lemma 7.2, we
have

Fw 1 [Mt:Jo =

~ ( <>w ,w Mt:0 + <>w1,-w fiMt:0)
1

2

+:

2

(9.26)

2

L lc~ 2SF(w1,w2;c)Mt~K(w1,w2, 1/c)O.
ccfO

The formulas (7.22) and (7.24) with appropriate changes of notation imply that

L 1; 2 ISF(w1,

w2;

c)IIM~~K(w1, w2, 1/c)O(v,p)(a[r]k)!

(9.27)

ccfO

<< { r~A
r2

where A
w

as r j 00 1
as rt 0,

> 0 is arbitrary. Thus Fw 1 [Mt;JO satisfies the condition (9.13) with

= w 1 , and (9.14) gives
2 I'\G = -1 {
([Mfq1 )17, [Mfq)O)
'

2 jN\G

'

2
dg.
Mfq1 17(g)Fw1[Mfq]O(g)

'

'

(9.28)

Moreover, we may insert (9.26) into this and perform the integration inside the
infinite sum, getting

([Mt~]17, [Mt:]0) r\G
1

= -4 (<>w1,W2 + <>w1,-w2)

+ 7r:

r
Mfq117(g)M~q10(g) dg
jN\G
'
'

L
: 12 SF(w1,
c#O 1

w2;

c)

1

N\G

Mt~11(g)Mt~;,:(w1, w2, 1/c)0(g) dg.

(9.29)
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Invoking Lemma 7.1, we have, from (9.12) and (9.29),
Lemma 9.1. Let r,, 0 satisfy the three conditions given in Theorem 7.1. Then
we have, for a.ny non-zero w1, w2 E Z[i],

2)cv(l)l 2 tv(w1)tv(w2)✓\l (vv,Pv )r,(vv, Pv )0(vv, Pv)

(9.30)

V

where V n L 2 (I'\G)l,q ::/ {O}.
Remark. For the idea of Hecke see Section 2.2 of [25). The inner product of two
Poincare series is the basis of almost all proofs of the sum formula. In Kuznetsov's
original proof in [19), the seed function is explicit; and the same is in [26], where
the K -trivial case is treated. A more general class of seed functions is used in [l]
for PSL2(R), and in [23] for the K -trivial case on Lie groups of real rank one.
Our discussion in this section is different from that of Miatello and Wallach [23]
in that we positively exploit the arithmetical situation. Any non-trivial estimate
of Kloosterman sums suffices for the continuation of [13w]<f-'l,q(v,p) to a neighbourhood of v = 1, as has been indicated already. In the general situation considered
by Miatello and Wallach a spectral decomposition is needed for analytic continuation. It gives in fact a meromorphic continuation to <C. In this respect our
argument is specific.

10. Sum formula. I

Based on the above discussion, we shall establish the first version of our sum
formula, in which a given bilinear sum of Hecke eigenvalues, or equivalently Fourier
coefficients, of cuspidal irreducible subspaces of L 2 (I'\G) is expressed in terms of
the arithmetic sums S1., :
Theorem IO.I (Spectral-Kloosterman sum formula). Let h(v,p) be afimction defined on a set { v E C : !Re vi :S ¼+a} x Z for some small a > 0, satisfying
the following conditions:
·
1. h(v,p)
h(-v, -p),
2. h(v, p) is regular,
3. h(v,p) << (1 + lvl + IPl)- 4 -b with a small b > 0.
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Then we have, for any 11on-zero w 1 ,w2 E Z[-i],
(10.1)
V

Here V runs over all Hecke invariant right-irreducible cuspidal subspaces of
L 2 (I'\G) together with the specifications in Section 8; and

Bh(u)

'"""'11
L., - .

81n

pEZ

') ')

Xv,p(u)h(v,p)(p~ - v=)dv

(0)

(10.2)

wilh Xv,p as in (7.21). Co11vergence of these expressions is absolut:e throughout.

Proof. We denote the left and right sides of (10.1) by Lw 1 ,w2 h and Rw 1 ,w2 h,
respectively. We may regard Lw 1 ,w2 , Rw 1 ,w2 as linear functionals on the space
of functions defined on iR x Z. The eigenvalues of Hecke operators tv (w) are
real, and so are the quantities (w/lwl)P a,.,(w, -p/2)lwl-v. Thus Lw,w is positive
definite for any non-zero w E Z[i]. We put
(10.3)
In (9.30) we may set 11(v,p) = Al(v, p)- 111o(v,p}e,5,.,
6 > 0. Thus we have

2
,

and O(v,p) = et5v

2

with
(10.4}

where 11i(v,p)
11o(v,p)e 26 v
going to show that

2
,

if

IPI ::S

l 1 and

O otherwise. Using this we are
(10.5}

112

Since !Lw 1 ,w 2 1J}I ::S (Lw 1 ,w 1 1Ji · Lw 2 ,w2 1Ji)
, and fJi is increasing on iR X Z as
6 ! 0, l T oo, it is obviously sufficient to show that Lw,wTJi is uniformly bounded
for l 2 0, 6 2 0. To this end we shall prove that uniformly for l 2 0, 6 2 0
(10.6)
as lull 0. Here c > 0 is small and may depend on b. Then, by the bound (8.14),
one may confirm our claim by showing that liml-,.oo lim,5__,.o+ Rw,w1Ji = Rw,w1Jo.

1
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By definition we have
(10.7)

1
7r
4

where

½< a < 1 .

I:: p 80,p(u)170(0,p),
2

jp[$l

Since we have
(10.8)

the last sum of (10.7) is negligible compared with (10.6). Also, we have,
Rev= a,

as lul ! 0,

<< lul2a lf(IPI - v)I
lf(IPI + 1 + v)I
= u 2a lr(-v)I
fpl-l lj - vi «
lul 2a
I I !(!pl+ v)r(v)I
lj + vi IIPI + vllvl 2a ·

(10.9)

8v,p(u)
sin 1rv

!!

Inserting this into (10.7) we indeed get (10.6).
Next, we put

. r5v21f
h o(v, p ) = - ie
7r

1
(0)

h(f,,p)
(
) e r5(E-v)2dC
.,, .
170 f,, p

(10.10)

We repeat the above discussion with 0 = h 0 and the same f/. We have first
2
Lw 1 ,w 2 JJ = Rw 1 ,w 2 JL where JJ(v,p) = 170(v,p)ho(v,p)e8v for IPI S l, and
0
otherwise. Then we note that fj(v,p) « 170(v,p) uniformly for f, 2:: 0, l 2:: 0, and
that JJ -th on iJR x Z as f, ! 0, l j oo. Thus, by (10.5), we get
(10.11)

r,i

Corresponding to (10.6) we have to estimate Bfj(u). In (10.7) we replace
by
Jj and set a=½+ a with a> 0 given in the condition 2. above. Accordingly, we
shift the contour in (10.10) to (a), and see that JJ(v,p) << l110(v,p)I uniformly
for l 2:: 0, f, 2:: 0 with Rev
a and arbitrary integer p. Hence we have the
counterpart of (10.6) for JJ. This gives
(10.12)
which ends the proof.

•
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As the first application of the sum formula (10.1) we shall prove
Corollary 10.1. Tl1ere exist fofinitely many V's, and we l1ave, uniformly for
N, P 2::: 1 and non-zero w E Z[i],

(10.13)
ivvl-S:N, IPvl<:'.P

with any fixed c: > 0. fn particular, we have the bound (8.15).
Proof. The deduction of the last assertion from (10.13) is analogous to the case
of PSL2 (Z); see the proof of Lemma 3.3 of [25]. To prove the first and the second
assertions we put in (10.1) w1 = w3 = w and

h(v,p;N,P) - exp((v/N) 2 -(p/P)2).

h(v,p)

(10.14)

We note that (p(l v,p) >> log- 1 (1vl +IP!+ 2) for Rev= 0, with the implied
constant being absolute. This can be proved as in Sections 3.10-3.11 of [30]. The
necessary uniform upper bound for (p(s,p) in the critical strip follows from the
functional equation (5.34) and the convexity argument of Phragmen and Lindelof.
Thus we have

L !cv(l )j tv(w) h(vv,Pv; N, P) + O(NPao(w)
2

2

2

log2(N P

+ 2))

(10.15)

V

1 ~
2
S1r 5 / 3 L-(2Np

~z

1
.
+ N 3 )e -(p/P)2 + ~
L- lcl 2 Sp(w,w, c)Bh(21rw/c).

~o

We are going to show
Bh(21rw/c)

<< min(l, lw/cl 2 )(N 2 + P 2 ).

(10.16)

This and the bound (8.14) give (10.13), as well as an asymptotic formula for the
first sum in (10.15), which gives the first assertion.
By (12.1) below we have
Bh(21rw/c)

~/
1r
2 3 2

100 Cw;c(Y;N,P)exp(-(Nlogy)
1

2

)

~,

11

(10.17)

where
Cw;c(y;N,P)

L(-l)P((p/N) 2 -(Nlogy) 2

+ ½)

pEZ
X J2p

(21rlw/ cllxl) exp(-(p/P) 2 + 2pi1/J)

(10.18)
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with x = Ix lei'¢ = yei'l9 + (yei19 )- 1 ,
for hp we have also

Cwfc(Yi N, P) = - 1
21r

{}

= arg(w/c).

Using an integral representation

17f exp(21rilw/cllx! cos(O + 'f/J))

(10.19)

-7r

x l)(p/N) 2

-

(N log y) 2 +

½) exp(-(p/ P) 2 -

2pi0)d0

pEZ

= pr,;;
2y 7r

x

L ((P/N)

2

(

11f exp(21rijw/cllxlcos(0+·!/J))

½-

-,r

(P(O + q1r))2) - (N logy) 2 +

½) exp(-(P(0 +

q1r))2)dO,

qEZ

where the last line is due to Poisson's sum formula. This gives

Cwfc(y; N, P)

<< (P/N) 2 + (N logy) 2 +

(10.20)

1

uniformly for all parameters involved. Now, the case lw/cl 2:: 1 is settled by
inserting (10.20) into (10.17). If lw/cl < 1 then we divide the integral in (10.17)
at -y = ~ . For the infinite integral thus obtained we use again (10.20), and
see that the contribution is negligible compared with (10.16). To estimate the
remaining part we use (10.18) together with hp(a) = (1 + O(a2 ))(a/2) 2 P /(2p)!
for small a> 0. We have, for 1:::; y::; ~ ,

Cw;c(y;N,P)

= -(Nlogy) 2 + ~ +

2

The contribution of this error term to (10.17) is
term, we note that

l

1

oo (

2

0 (lw/cj x 2 ((Nlogy) + 1)).

<<

(10.21)

lw/cj 2 N 2 . As to the main

"
i)
? dy
-(N logy)-+
2 exp(-(N logy)=)Y

0.

(10.22)

Thus the relevant contribution to (10.17) is easily seen to be negligible. This ends
the proof.
•
Remark. The class of test functions in Theorem 10.1 is as large as possible. The
strip on which the test functions are required to be defined is narrow, due to
the Weil bound (8.14) (cf. (3.6.24) of [25]). The use of general seed functions in
Lemma 9.1 leads to an extension step with a functional analytic flavour. The proof
is similar to those in [l] (for PSL 2 (R)), and [3] (for PSL2 over the product of the
archimedean completions of a number field). The proof in [26] for the I< -trivial
case is an extension of Kuznetsov's original treatment [19] of the rational case.

The corollary is a counterpart of Kuznetsov's estimate for the spectral mean
square of the Fourier coefficients of Maass forms over the modular group; see
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Lemma 2.4 of [25]. In Lemma 11 of [26] the K-trivial case of the corollary is
given. The bound (10.13) is essentially the best possible. We could prove an
asymptotic result in which the main term is a constant multiple of NP( N 2 + P 2 ).
Note that the proof of the corollary requires the rather deep integral representation
of X,.,,P in Theorem 12.1 1 whereas the series expansion defining 8,.,,P suffices for
the theorem.
Generalization of the Spectral-Kloosterman sum formula and the bound
(10.13) to other imaginary quadratic number fields and congruence subgroups
seems possible, as long as we have a counterpart of (8.14). Without such a bound,
one has to be content with test functions which are holomorphic for !Re vi S 1 + a
with an a > 0, and have prescribed zeros at v = ±1 for most values of p (see
(9.18) and Lemma 9.1). In contrast to what we have seen in the above there
might be, in general, irreducible subspaces V of complementary series type as
well, corresponding to exceptional eigenvalues. We note also that the assumption
that the spaces V are Hecke invariant is not essential for the spectral sum formula;
that is, the sums over V in (10.1) and (13.1) could be formulated in terms of
Fourier coefficients in place of Hecke eigenvalues.

11. A Bessel inversion

The aim of this section is to demonstrate a one-sided inversion of the transform
B defined by (10.2). Results of the present and the next sections will play basic
roles in the proof of the second version of our sum formula for SF, which is to be
developed in Section 13.
Theorem 11.1. We put

1

KJ(v,p)

ex

X,.,,p(u)J(u)dxu.

(11.1)

Then, for any f that is even, smooth and compactly supported on C x , we have

21rBK/ = j.

(11.2)

Proof. We shall prove, instead, the Parseval identity

1
ex

J(u)g(u)dxu =

L :. J(o)
{ KJ(v,p)Kg(v,p)(p

pEZ

2

-

v 2 )dv,

(11.3)

i

where f, g are to satisfy the condition given in the theorem. This implies (11.2),
since a simple manipulation shows that the right side is equal to

1
ex

BKJ(u) · g(u)dxu.

(11.4)

l
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Here the necessary absolute convergence follows from the estimate
(11.5)
where A > 0 is arbitrary, and the implied constant depends on Rev, A, and the
support of f. To show this we put
(11.6)

so that

1
-.-{JJ(-v, -p) -JJ(v,p)}.
sm 1rv

KJ(v,p)

(11.7)

By definition we have
JJ(v, p)

= 21r

(-l)m.+n2-2(v+rn+n)Mj(v + m

I:

+ n, p -

rn

+ n)

m!n!r(v-p+m+ l)r(v+p+n+ 1)

m,n'?'.O

(11.8)

where
(11.9)
A multiple application of partial integration gives, for any integers A, B 2:: 0,
MJ(v, p)

<<

(1

I

1

I 21Revl+A+B '

r(2v)

lpl)A r(2v + B) rf

(11.10)

where the constant r f depends on the compact support of f, and the implied
constants only on A, B and f. Collecting these, we get (11.5). Thus we see also
that the right side of (11.3) is equal to
lim
T--HXJ

L ~4i j

T-+oo

where P

=

Kf(v,p)Kg(v,p)(p 2 - v 2 )dv

(11.11)

-iT

IPl:::;:P

= lim

1"T

{1

lui<lvi

+

1 }

J(u)g(v)RP,r(u, v)dxudxv,

lul>lvl

P(T) E Z is to be chosen later, and

RP,r(u, v)

L

IPl::::;;P

:i Ji~

Xv,p(u)Xv,p(v)(p

2

(11.12)

-iT

We shall consider the case lul < lvl. We indent the contour [-iT, ·iT] with
the right half of a small circle centered at v = 0. Denoting the new contour by
Lr, we have, by (11.7),

J}
Lr

p 2 -v2

3v p(u)Xv p(v) .
'

'

Sln 1f'V

dv,

(11.13)
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Lr = {v : -v E Lr} . This implies that
(11.14)

where a0 1, a.q = 2 for q > 0, and CP,T is the oriented polygonal line connecting
the points -iT, P + ½-iT, P + ½+iT, iT in this order. This double sum vanishes,
because of the identities, for any p, q E Z,

(11.15)
In fact, the first identity is trivial, and the second follows from the expression

(11.16)
Here Yn with n E Z is the Hankel function, which satisfies Yn
p. 59 of [3.5]). Hence we have

L -2·1

p 2 -v~?

i

IPISP

=

L

CpT

·1

8v,p(u)Xv, 11 (v) .

1

IPISP

C

')

p~ -

't

-2

(11.17)

dv

Sln 1fV

'

(-l)nY-n (see

fav,p(u)8-v,-p(v) - 811,p(u)av,p(v)] ( .

l/ 2

Slil7fV

)2dv

P,T

= Rpr(u, v) - R-J";r(u, v),
I

I

say, in an obvious mode of division.
Now we have trivially

1

(r1r2)- 1Q~,r(r1, r2; f, g)dr1 dr2,

r1 <r2

(11.18)

where

The series expansion of 8v,p implies that
(11.20}

k,l,1n,n~0

I

k!l!m!n!,,\(v,p; k, l, m, n)
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where >.(v,p;k,l,m,n) (v p l)k(v+p+l)l(-v+p+l)m(-v-p+l)n with
(a)k as in (5.19). Thus we have

(11.21)

where

is analogous to f q , and

gq

-2i

Bpr(P,P; k, l, m, n)
'

1

cP,T

2v
P
dv.
>.(v,p;k,l,rn,n)

(11.22)

Similarly we have

jpl:s;P
X

(11.23)

k!l!m!n!

k,l,m,n~O

fp-k+l(ri)gp-m+n(r2)Sfar(r1r2, p; k, l, m, n),
'

where
Spr(p,p; k, l, m, n)
'

·1

(p2 _ v2)(p/4)2v

= 21r 2 i

Cp,T

X

r

(

v - p

2

(sin 7rv) r(v - p
1

+ k + l)r(v + p + l + 1)

(11.24)

+ rn + l)r(v + p + n + 1) ~

Assuming that 2P :S T, we shall estimate Q~ T ( r 1 , r 2 ; f, g) ; implicit constants may depend only on the parameter A and th~ supports of f and g. To
this end we stress that the first estimate in (11.10) implies readily that for any

A>O
( rif 2)2(k+l) ( r2/2)2(m+n)

L
k,l,m,n~O

k!l!m!n!

l/p-k+l(ri)g±p-m+n(r2)I << (l

1

+ lpl)A. (11.25)

Arguing as in (10.9) we see that the integrand in (11.24) is O((p/4) 2 Revjr(-v)/
r(v)l 2 ). Hence we get immediately

+ (

.

QP,T r1,r2,f,g

)

«

1
logT

1
+ P!'

(11.26)
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where the terms on the right come from the horizontal and the vertical parts of
CP,T, respectively. As to Qp r( r1, r2; /, g) we note first that
'

1

iT

Si,,r(P1 p; 0, 0, 0, 0)

= -2i

p2v dv.

(11.27)

-iT

If (k, l, m, n) (0, 0, 0, 0), then on the horizontal part of Cp,r we have 1-X(v,p; k, l,
m, n)I ~ T, and if p S 1, then the corresponding contribution in (11.22) is
~min(l, (Tl log pl)- 1 ). We restrict ourselves to the vertical part of CP,T. We may
assume naturally p 2 0. Then, if either l > 0 or n > 0, we have j.,\(v,p;k,l,m,n)I
~ P + lvl. By partial integration we see that the corresponding contribution to
(11.22) is
1
(11.28)
<< (k + l +m + n)logTmin (1, P I logp ) ,
1
provided p s 1 . If l n = 0, and O S p S P /2, then obviously we get the same
conclusion. Otherwise the contribution in question is ~ logT, provided p S 1.
Collecting these, we have, for r1 < r2, 2P S T,

QP,T(r1,r2;f,g)

-2i

L
IPISP

+0

1

iT

/p(r1)Y-p(r2)

(1ogTmin (1, PJlog(~i/r

(r1/r2) 2vdv

(11.29)

-iT

2

)I))

0

(1o;f),

which ends the discussion of the case jul < lvl .
The case Jul > !vi, i.e., r1 > r2, can be treated in just the same way. We
return to (11.12), and this time we shift the relevant contours to the left, getting
the same assertions as (11.26) and (11.29). In this way we now have

fcx

xcx

= -2i

f(u)g(v)RP,r(u, v)d*u d*v

L l . Mf(v,p)Mg(-v,-p)dv+O
iT

IPl$P

Hence we set P

-iT

= [log3 T].
-2i

(11.30)
(

1
lo T
g

+

log

2

p

T)

·

We find that the right side of (11.3) is equal to

L 1 Mf(v,p)Mg(-v, -p)dv.

pEZ

(11.31)

(O)

With this and the Parseval formulas for Mellin transform and Fourier series expansion, we finish the proof.
•

l
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We shall also need the following property of the transform K :
Lemma 11.1. Let f be a11 even smootJ1 function
Then we have

L r

Kf(v,p)(p 2

011

ex

with a compact support.

v 2 )dv = 0.

-

(11.32)

pE'l'.1(0)

Proof. Let v E C be such that Rev 2:: 0 and jv (11.8) and (11.10) give

.Jf(v p)
'

«

kl 2:: ½ for

all k E Z. Then

(r /2)2Rcv+2(m+n)

_ _ __ _ . ; ; , _ I - - - - - - L
m!n!lr(v
- p+ m + l)l!r(v + p + n + 1)1
m,n'.2'.0
~

(11.33)

rA+B
X

(1

+ IP -

I

m

+ nl)Ajv + rn + nlB ·

i

If IP - rn + nl ::; ½IPI, then we have n + m 2:: IPI, and consequently Iv m + nl »
lvj + IP!; otherwise we have IP - m + nl )v + m + nl » jpvl. Thus we have, for any
fixed large C > 0,

Jf(v,p)

«

(r1 /2)2Hev

W(v

-C

IPI + l)r(v + IPI + 1)1 (lvl + jpl)

(11.34)

.

This estimate allows us to carry out the same procedure as in (11..13)-(11.14):
We have, for any positive integer P,

L
p

p=

p

1·

KJ(v,p)(p 2

(0)

-

v 2 )dv

2

L
p

p=-P

1·

') ')

p~

v-

Jf(v,1)) . dv.
sm 1rv
(p ..:..l/'>)
,
-

(11.35)

As before, the sum of residues arising from this shift of contour vanishes because
of the first relation in (11.15). Tbe last integral is, in view of (10.9) and (11.34),
( 11.36}

uniformly for

IPI : : ; P.

This obviously ends the proof.

•

Remark. The inversion formula (11.2) could be formulated as a discontinuous
integral of new type in the theory of Bessel functions. The idea of the proof is to
view the transformation Kin (11.1) as a perturbation of the Mellin-Fourier transformation on ex . Insert the power series expansion of 8±v,±p into the integrals
hidden in Kf(v,p)Kg(v,p) on the right of (11.3). Two of the four lowest order
terms describe the Mellin-Fourier transformation on ex in polar coordinates, as
is well indicated by (11.20). The proof of the inversion consists of showing that
all other terms do not contribute. The key to achieve this is the vanishing of the
double sum in (11.14). That is, a certain rearrangement of products of J-Bessel
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functions of various orders is taking place behind our argument, which further
points to a relation with the Neumann expansion (see Chapter XVI of [351). The
basic idea is present in Section 2 ..5 of Kuznetsov's preprint [18], which deals with
the Bessel inversion for the modular case, and is indeed the first instance of such
investigations (see also Section 2.4 of [25]).
Our proof is, however, admittedly technical, and one may wish to find a more
structural proof that takes into account the way through which the functions 2v,p
and Xv,p come into our discussion. They correspond to functions on the big cell in
the Bruhat decomposition of G, transforming on the left and the right according
to non-trivial characters of the subgroup N, and turn out to be a basis of the
solutions of 0,±f = i((v =i= p) 2 - l)J. These and the adjoint formulation (11.3)
suggest that the inversion should be a part of the spectral theory on the big cell.
A proof along such a line might work for other Lie groups of rank one as well. A
further discussion is given in the final section.
As to Lemma 11.1, we remark that there are test functions h such as the
one introduced in (10.14}, for which

L 1 h(v,p}(p

pEZ

2

-

v 2 )dv -f= 0.

(11.37)

(O)

Thus Lemma 11.1 shows that (11.2) gives only a one-sided inversion of the transformation B. Also see Remark at the end of Section 13 for an alternative argument.

12. The Bessel kernel Xv,p

The main feature of Theorem 10.1 rests precisely in the integral transform B
defined by (10.2), and thus in the kernel Xv,p. In this section we shall prove an
integral formula for Xv,p, which has a practical value for our purpose, and an
interest of its own.
Theorem 12.1. Let !Re vi
uE C,

Xv,p(u)
'P

2

1

00

(-l) -7r o Y
where u

2v -1

(

ye i-0
Iyei
•-a

< ¾. Then we have, for any

1 )
+ (( ye i-0)
•-o)-ll
+ yei

2
P

J2p

p E Z and non-zero

(lul!yei-0 + (ye i-0 ) -1 I) dy,

(12 . 1)

lulei-O .

Proof. Since Xv,p(u)
Xv,-p(u), we may assume that p is non-negative. We
shall first show that we have, for Rev > -p,

(12.2)
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The basis for this formula is (6.20), where the function 8v,p enters into our investigations. We set there w 1 = 1, w2 = u 2 , l = p, and q p. On noting (6.18), we
have, for Rev> 0, r > 0, and k EK,

fc e- 21riRe z'.B c,,
1

11 ,11 (v,

(12.3)

p )(h[u]wn[z]a[r]k)d+z

= 1r- 2vlul 2ov,p(21ru)A1 c,,11 ,11 (vi P)(a[r]k),
where, by (5.9),
h[u]wn[z]a[r]
n

(12.4)

[r2-:~:1 la [r l~l~:12 l [1:1]
2

2

h

k [

Jr2:

izl''

Jr

2- ;

lzl

2] ·

Using (3.24), (5.26)-(5.27), and (6.13)-(6.14), we equate the coefficients of
<I>b,11 (k) on both sides of (12.3), getting

Kv(21rr)ov,p(21ru) =

lul2pr-2p
21r

L

i=(u/jul)- 2muv,m.(u, r).

(12.5)

l=l$P

Here
(12.6)

where the asterisk denotes that we have extended the definition (3.18) in an obvious way. We are going to compute Uv, 11 (u, r) asymptotically when r tends to infinity, so that the result yields the cancellation of the factor Kv(21rr) ~ ½r- 1! 2e- 21rr
on the left side of (12.5). We put z
x + iy with x, y E IR in (12.6), and then
regard the integral as a double complex integral. Studying partial derivatives of
the argument of the exponentiated factor, we see that a saddle point exists at
X
+ c1/r, y = c2/VT, where C1, C2 are asymptotically constant as r j 00.
Becauseofthiswemakethechangeofvariables (x, y) ~ (-i(l-1/r)+x/r, y/VT).
Here the factor 1 - 1/r is to avoid the singularity at (-i, 0). We have
U v,m. (u, r )
X

r 2p-½e-21r(r-l)

(12.7)

r=
r=
exp (- 21rix + 21ri ai - a(x + i}/r - by/ VT)
}_co }_co
2+
2ix + (x + i)2/r
y2

+(x+i)/r-iy/vr_
-1
])
1
-i + (x + i)/r + iy/ VT
2
(
21rjul
)
dxdy
1
v-m. 2 + y 2 - 2ix + (x + i)2/r (2 + y 2 - 2ix + (x + i)2/r)21'+ 1 '

x <I>~:o ([
X

-
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where a Re u 2 , b = Im u 2 . It is easy to check that this double integral converges
absolutely and uniformly as r Too, provided Rev > 0. Thus we have

1 1= (
00

2

e:xp 21r(l-ix)-

-oo

X <J>P,* (
,n,O

[-i1

-1])

-oo

(

lim

ll)

·

-y 2 /2. We then find that

Uv,p(u, r)
r 2 P Kv(21rr)

= -i2- 2v

(12.8)

2

21rlul
dxdy
)
Iv-= 2 y 2 - 2ix (2 + y 2 - 2ix) 2 P+l

We shift the contour of the x-integral to Im x

r-->oo

21ra_ . )
2 + y 2 2ix

(12.9)

exp ( 21r~ -

~a) <J>~~o ( [ 1

=!])

2
lv-,n ( 1rl;l )

e:~] .

-.=!])

On noting that <J>~~o ( [ ~i
(-l)Pi=(p~,n), we get, from (12.5) and (12.9),
the representation (12.2) at least for Rev > 0, and then we use analytic continuation with respect to v.
We move to the proof of (12.1). We shall treat first the case p > 0. Since
8-v,-p(u) = 8-v,p(u), we see that (12.2) gives, for !Re vi < p,
(12.10)

Observing that Re{- 1 > 0, we have

L (
l=ISP

2p ) (_!!:_)-2m I<v-,n (1rlul2)

\p+ m

lul

E

(12.11)

say, where {} is as in (12.1), and lv,p(u, E) is the part corresponding to y 2:: 1.
We put

(12.12)

,ti
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We insert into this the integral representation of Iv,p( u,fJ. The resulting double
integral is absolutely convergent for Rev < 0, and x:,P(21ru) is regular there. To
get analytic continuation to Rev ~ 0, we turn the line of integration of Iv,p( u, €)
around the point y = I through a small angle which has the same sign as Im€.
We get immediately the bound Iv,p(u,€) << l€1Rev+p) which means that x;,P(21ru)
is regular for Rev < p. Thus we have the decomposition
(12.13)
provided IRe vi < p. We now assume that -p < Rev < 0. Then, because of the
absolute convergence mentioned above, we may exchange the order of integration
in (12.12). We get
(12.14)

By the asymptotic property of the J -Bessel function, the last integral converges
absolutely for Rev<¼. This fact and the identity (12.13) gives rise to (12.1), if
p 0.
We shall next consider the case p
O. We are unable to use the formula
(12.2). Nonetheless, the right side of (12.1) converges absolutely for p
O and
jRevl < ¼. By Neumann's addition theorem for J0 we see that it is equal to

~

L (-l)me2mi191= y2v
mEZ

1 Jm(lv,ly)Jm(lv,1/y)dy,

-(12.15)

O

where the necessary absolute convergence is easy to check. l3y Lemma 6 of [27]
this is transformed into
8
71"

2 cos1rv L(-l)meZmii?
mEZ

8

-;:, cos 1rv
7r-

111:/2 J2m(lu!sinT)K2v(2juicos,)dr

(12.16)

O

111:/2 cos(2jul cos ii sin T )J(~v (2!·ul cos T )dr,
0

where the second line depends on the definition of the .J -Bessel function of an integral order. According to Lemma 8 of [26], the last integral is equal to ¾1r 2 Xv,o(u)/
cos 1rv. This ends the proof.
•
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Next, we turn to the mean of Xv,p over
is not too large.
Lemma 12.1. Let

21Re vi < p <

1
2
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We shall later require that it

.

(12.17)

Tlwn we have
(12.18)

where the implied constant depends only

011

p and Rev.

Proof. The formula (12.1) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality give

(12.19)

where we assume 4jRc vi < r, < 2p. We multiply both sides by r 2P-l and integrate
with respect to r and {), getting
{12.20)

The right side converges. Then we invoke

r=

lo

(rfr2p-ldr = 22p-1

.J

2

IPI

r(l - 2p)r(2lpl p)
r(l - p)2r(2IPI 1 - p)

(12.21)

(seep. 403 of [3-5]). This ends the proof.
Remark. The integral formula (12.1) appears to be new; despite its classical
outlook we have not been able to find its tabulation. An alternative proof of
(12.1) is indicated in Section 15.

It seems worth remarking that Xv,p appears in the context of Section 2 as
well: We consider, more generally than (1.1), the mean value

1:

½P)l 2 g(t)dt,

(12.22)

rn, -½p)g*(n/rn; 1 , t5)

(12.23)

l(F( ½+ it)(p( ½+it,

where p E 2Z. Then we need to treat

L
n(n+m)'t"O

aa(n, ½p)at,(n
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with m

O. Corresponding to (2.31) we have the sum of Kloosterman sums

L
cfO

;
2
1

2
Sp(m,n;c)[g]p( : v'mn;a,{J, 1,8),

(12.24}

where
[g]p(u; a, {J, 1 , 8)

=

(lul/2)- 2 (l+a+fi) I:(-l}max(jpf,!ql)(iu/lul) 2 (P+q) (12.25)
qEZ

X

1

(TJ)

with r, < 1
expression

f(l - S +½IP+ ql}f(l + a - S +½IP-qi)_gp+qs,
( . ,u"}(I u l/ 2)4sds.
1
1
1
r(s + 2IP + ql)f(s - a+ 2IP - qi)

+ min(O,Rea). We compare this with

(14.13), and are led to the

[g]p( u; a, {J, 1 , 8)

(12.26}

= 1ri(u/lul) 2P(lul/2) 2(l-p)

r g* (v; ,, 8)X-a,p(iuy'v)(v/lvl)Plvl +aaxv.
Jex
2

This belongs to the family of Vorono·i transforms in the theory of lattice points.

13. Sum formula. II

We are now ready to invert the sum formula (10.1). The result is one of the main
assertions of the present article, and is embodied in
Theorem 13.1 (Kloosterman-Spectral sum formula). Let f be a.n even
function on CC x . Let us suppose that there exist constants p and u such that
0 < p < ½ < u, and
1. /( u) = O(lul 2 u) as lu! 10,
2. f is six times continuously differentiable, and for a b :s; 6

Then we have, for any non-zero w1, w 2 E Z[i],

~l:i

2

Sp(w,,w,;c)f

(2: ✓w,w,)

(13.1}

L lcv(l)l 2tv(w1)tv(w2)Kf(vv,Pv)
_ i L ( W1W2 )p f Uv(w1, -p/2}uv(w2, -pf;) KJ(v,p) dv,

21r

V

pE

2z

lw1w2I

lco)

lw1w2lvl(F(l

+ v, p/2)1=
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where the transformation K is defined in (11.1), and V runs over all Hecke invariant right-irreducible cuspidal subspaces of L 2 (I'\G) together with the specifications in Section 8. The contour is the imaginary axis, and the convergence is
absolute tluoughout.

Proof. We denote the left and the right sides of (13.1) by L: 1 ,w2 ( / ) and R: 1 ,w 2 ( / ) ,
respectively. Let X > 0 be large, and let x(r) be a smooth function which is equal
to 1 for 1/ X ~ r ~ X, and O for r ~ 1/(2X) and r ~ 2X, and monotonic otherwise. Also let <I> be a smooth function on C such that

ix

<f>dxu = 1,

<f>(u)

With these we put

fx(u)

~ 0, and

1x

<f>(u) = 0 if lu -11

~ x- 1 .

<f>(u/v)x(lvl)J(v) dxv.

(13.2)

(13.3)

This function is smooth and compactly supported on C x , and converges pointwise
to f as X j oo. By virtue of Theorems 10.1 and 11.1 coupled with Lemma 11.1,
we have
(13.4)
v:,11,W2 (fX) = R:l ,w2 (fX).
By the condition 1. and by the bound (8.14) we have readily
(13.5)

To deal with the right side of (13.4), we observe that
(13.6)

and that
K[bu/x](v,p) = (v -p) 2 Kfx(v,p)

(13.7)

with bu = (u8u) 2 + u 2 . The latter is due to the fact that ov,p and thus X,.,,P
are eigenfunctions of Bessel's differential operator bu with eigenvalue (v - p )2.
Invoking Lemma 12.1, we have
(13.8)
for any v E ill<, p E Z, where 11 · IIP is the norm of the Hilbert space L 2 (Cx,
lul- 2Pdxu). By the definition we have 11/xllP « 11/llp• A multiple use of (13.6)
gives that
b

llua(uBut fxllp

<< llua(uButxfllp «

L llua(u8u)i fllp,
j=O

(13.9)
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since (u8uVX is bounded. This and the condition 2. imply that Jlb~fx !IP 1s
uniformly bounded. That is, we have, from (13.8),
K.Jx(v,p)

«

(1

+!vi+

jpl)- 6

(13.10)

uniformly in all involved parameters. Following the argument leading to (10.5),
we find that
(13.11)
This ends the proof of the theorem.

•

Remark. Note the similarity between Theorem 13.1 and Theorem 2.:1 of [2.5J.
Comparing (11.1) with (2.4.8) of [25), the impression will be enhanced. One rnay
improve Theorem 13.1 by relaxing the second condition. It appears, however, that
our assertion is sufficiently precise for practical purposes. For a possible alternative
approach to Theorem 13.1; see the final section.
The identity (13.4) does not contain the delta-term corresponding to that in
(10.1). This is of course due to Lemma 11.1. Then, it might be worth remarking
that the assertion (11.32) is a consequence of the spectral sum formula as well.
Namely, one may prove it alternatively in the following way: We write (13.4) with
the f in Lemma 11.1, in place of f x, but without using the lemma, so that the
delta-term remains in the identity. Specialize it by setting w 1 = 1 and W2
n,
multiply both sides by (p(l - f3)a-a(n)ln/°'+~-l with [Rea[+ Rc/3 <
, and
sum over all non-zero n E Z[i]. Applying some rearrangement partly depending
on the arguments in Sections 2 and 14, one is lead to the conclusion that (p(l - fl)
times the left side of (11.32) is regular at {3 = 0, which is naturally equivalent to
(11.32) . This is definitely far more complicated than the above proof, but seems
to have certain interest of its own.
It seems possible to extend Theorem 13.1 to other discrete subgroups of
PSL 2 (C), provided we have a non-trivial bound for the sums corresponding to our
Sp. Otherwise, the test functions in Theorem 10.1 have to live on a wider strip
!Re vi ~ 1 + £ with an £ > 0, and have prescribed zeros at v =
. Then the
problem is that the transforms I<J, for f even, smooth, compactly supported,
need not posses those zeros.

14. An explicit formula

In this final section we shall apply Theorem 13.1 to the sum (2.31) and establish
a spectral decomposition of Z2 (g, F) defined in (1. 1) . The underlying principle is
the same as in the rational case but the procedure is naturally more involved (cf.
Sections 4.4-4.7 of [25]).
We have first to examine if the two conditions in Theorem 13.1 are satisfied
by the function [g](u; a, {3, 1 , 8) while (2.27) is assumed. The first condition is
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easy to check. As to the second we observe that [g] is smooth and, together
with its derivatives, of rapid decay as !ul i oo; indeed, by virtue of Lemma 2.1,
it is enough to move the contour in (2.32) far to the left. Thus we may restrict
ourselves to the vicinity of the point u = 0. Then we note that u8u = ½(r8r - i80)
with u = reiO. This implies that when applied to [g] the operator u8u does not
change essentially the asymptotic behaviour of the function as lul L O. Note that
again Lemma 2.1 plays a role. Hence we have to check only the case a = b = 0 in
the condition 2. of Theorem 13.1. The confirmation is then immediate.
Now, let us put
(14.1)
Theorem 13.1 gives, on (2.27),

Srn,n(a,l3,7,6;g)

= {s~:n +s$;:nHa,l3,7,6;g),

(14.2)

where

S~\(a, 13, 'Y, 6;g) = 21r

L lcv(l)l tv(m)tv(n)'-l>vv (vv ),
2

(14.3)

V

(2)

. __ z."'
( mn )P { a,,,(m, -p/2)a,,,(n, -p/2)
L.J lmnl J,(10) jmnl"'l(F(l + v,p/2)12 '-l>v(v) dv.(14.4)

Srn,n(a, 13, 'Y, 6,g) -

pE2Z

To consider the function <l>p, let Kv,p(r, q) and G(r, q) be the 2q-th Fourier coefficients, in argu, of the functions X,,,,p(u) and [g}(u; a, 13, 'Y, 6), respectively. We
have, from (2.32),

G(r, q)

(r/2)- 2(1+a+J3)
X

1
(11)

(14.5)

r(1 - s + ½!ql)r(1 + a - s + ½lql) _ ( .
)( I )4s
r( s + 211 ql)r( s - a+ 211 qI)
9q s, 'Y, 6 r 2 ds

with TJ < 1 + min(O, Re a). Note that on (12.17) the assertion (12.18) induces

L 1 IKv,p(r, q)l r
00

2 2

qEZ

P-

1

dr < oo,

(14.6)

O

and that by the above discussion we have, given (2.27) and O < p < ~,

L 1 IG(r,q)l r00

2

qEZ

2

P-

1

dr < oo.

(14.7)

O

These imply that

'-l>p(v)

= 21r L

(X>

Jo

qEZ O

dr
Kv,p(r,q)G(r,q)-;:--

(14.8)
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Further, let Kv,p(s, q) and G(s, q) be the Mellin transforms of Kv,p(r, q) and
G(r, q), respectively, as functions of r. Then the last expression is transformed
into

<Pp(ll) =

-(L j

Kv,p(s, q)G(-s, q)ds.

(14.9)

(p)

qEZ

This is the result of an application of the Parseval formula for Mellin transforms to
each integral in (14.8) (see Theorem 72 of [31]). The formula (14.5) is obviously
equivalent to
·

1Cijjq(½(I+a+,8)

G(s,q)

X

¾s;1',o)

(14.10)

2s-l r(¾s + ½(1- a - ,8 + lql))r( ¼s + ½(1 + a - ,8 + lql))
r(½(l + Q + ,8 + lql) - ¾s)r(½(l - Q + ,8 + lql) - ¾s)'

provided (2.27) and Res> 2(Re,8+ jReaj-1). To find Kv,p(r,q) we combine
Theorem 12.1 with Graf's addition theorem (formula (1) or_i p. 359 of {35J), getting

' 21=

Kv,p(r, q) = (-l)max(IPl,lql) _
1C

y2v-1 Jip+ql (ry)J1v-ql (r/y)dy

(14.11)

0

for IRelll < ¾ (cf. (12.15)). Via the formula
00
{

lo

J ( ) s-ld
eYY
y

= 2s-1

r(½(( + s))
r(½((-s)+l)

(14.12)

with - Re ( < Re s < ½, and the Parseval formula for Mellin transforms, one may
express Kv,p(r, q) by an inverse Mellin transform. Then we get
2s-2

Kv,p(s, q) = (-l)max([pl,lql) __
1C
r(¾s + ½(ll +IP+ q!))r(¼s - ½(ll - IP - qi))
X r(l - ¾s - ½(ll - IP+ ql))r(l - ¾s + ½(ll + IP - qi))'

(14.13)

provided 21Re lll < Res < 1 - 2/Re lll.
The combination of (14.9), (14.10), and (14.13) yields
Lemma 14.1. The function <Pp continues meromorphica.lly to C 5 . We have the

representation

<Pp(ll; a, ,8, 1', o; g)

= ~ I)-1)max(lpj,lql)
qEZ

(14.14)

1
11

,l
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where

r (s· a)= f(l - s + ½lql)f(l - s +a+ ½lq!)
q
'
r(s + ½lql)r(s - a+ ½lql)
'
f(s - ½(a+ {J - v + l) + ½IP+ qi)
f(l - s + 21 (a + {J - v + l) + 21 1P + qi)

fp,q(s,v;a,fJ)
X

(14.15)
(14.16)

f(s - ½(a+ fJ + v + l) + -21 Ip- qi)
f(l-s+ ½(a+/J+v+l)+ ½Ip-qi)'
~

In (14.14) itissupposed that thepolesofgq(s;'Y,())fq(s;a) and thoseoffp,q(s,v;
a, fJ) a.re separated by the contour to the right and the left, respectively; and the
parameters are such that the contour can be drawn. It follows in particular that
if Re v, a , fJ, 'Y, and () are bounded, then we have, for any fixed A > 0,
if>p(v;a,fJ,'Y,();g)
as lvl

+ IPI

<< (1 + lvl + IPl)-A

(14.17)

tends to infinity.

Proof. We assume first (2.27) and (12.17). Then we may insert (14.10) and
(14.13) into (14.9). After the change of variable s ~ 4s - 2(1 + a + fJ), we
get the expression (14.14) with the contour (0). The expression for the general
situation follows by analytic continuation. The meromorphy of <Pp is an immediate
consequence of (14.14). As to the bound (14.17), we need only to shift the contour
in (14.14) far to the left. The resulting integral and the residues are estimated by
Stirling's formula and (2.12). This ends the proof.
•

We assume (2.27) again, and collect (2.30)-(2.31) and (14.2) (14.4). We
obtain
(14.18)

Here we have
B~• 1 )(a, {J; g*(·; 'Y, ()))

-2i1r 2Plmla+J3+l

L lcv(l)l tv(m)
2

(14.19)

V

x Hv(½(l - a - {J))Hv(½(l

+a

- {J))if>vv(vv),

and
-1r2,0-1lmla+,0+1

B~•2)(a,{J; g*( ·; 'Y, ()))

~( m )

x

~

1ml

411

(14.20)

av(m, -2p)
J(o) lmlvl(F(l + v, 2p)j2
{

x (F(½(l - a - fJ + v),P)(F(½(l - a - {J- v), -p)
x (F( ½(1 + a - fJ + v),p)(p( ½(1 + a - fJ - v), -p)if>4 p(v)dv.
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The expression (14.19) depends on (8.15), (8.21) and (10.13). On the other hand,
(14.20) depends on the following formula: For any a, b, c E Z, r, { E C we have,
in the region of absolute convergence,

~ I)n/lnl) 4aa

7

(n, b)a~(n, c)!nl- 28

(14.21)

n,lO

(p(s, a)(p(s - r, a+ b)(p(s - {,a+ c)(p(s - T - {,a+ b + c)
(p(2s - T - {, 2a + b + c)
This is an extension of Ramanujan's well-known identity for the producb1of four
values of the Riemann zeta-function, and the proof is similar (see (1.3.3) of {301).
Returning to (2.6), we specialize (2.29) and (14.18) with a = z1 - z2,
/3 = z3 - Z4, 'Y = z1, and o z3 . We shall assume temporarily that
1

< Rez1 < Rez2 < Rez1 + 1, 1 < Rez3 < Rez4 -3.

(14.22)

The condition (2.27) is satisfied. Hence, via (2.28)-(2.29) and (14.18)-(14.20),
the formula (2.6) is transformed into
'.J(z1, z2, Z3, Z4;g)

= {'.J(r) + '.J(c) + ::,(e)} (z1, z2, Z3, Z4;g)

(14.23)

in the domain (14.22). Here we have

+ z3)(p(z1 + Z4)(p(z2 + Z3)(p(z2 + 24) g(O) (l 4 .24)
4(p(z1 + Z2 + Z3 + Z4)
(p(z1 _
+ Z3_-_l)(p(z2
+ z4)(p(l + z2 - z1)(p(l + 24 - Z3) _ (l ; Zh Z3 )
+ 7r .;;.._,.___
,.___...:..__----:.-=--..:...----"-"--'-----~go

'.J(r)(zi, z2, Zg, z ;g)
4

(p(z1

2(p(2 + Z2 + Z4 - Zl - Z3)
(p(z2 + Z3 - l)(p(z1 + z4)(p(l + z1 - z2)(p(l + Z4 - 23)
+ 1 r - - - -2(p(2
- - +-Z1
- +-Z4
- --Z2---Z3)
------x .9o(l + z1 - z2; z1, 23),
7r2(z3-Z4)

'.JCc\z1,z2, 23, Z4; g)

i
2

L lcv(l)l 2Hv( ½(z1 + z2 + Z3 + Z4 - 1))

(14.25)

V

z1 - Z3 + l))Hv(½(z1 + z4 - z2 - Z3
fPpv(VV; Z1 - Z2, Z3 - Z4, z1, Z3; g),

x Hv(½(z2
X

=

+ Z4 -

+ 1))

and
'.J(e)(z1, z2, Z3, z4; g)

L::,~e)(z1, z2, Z3, Z4; g),
pEZ

(14.26)

,-
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We then observe that by Lemma 8.1 the function Hv(s) is entire, and of polynomial order in s, pv and vv if Res is bounded. Thus '.J(c) is meromorphic over C 4
by virtue of Corollary 10.1 and Lemma 14.1. To see the situation at the point p1,
2
we note that if (z1, z2, z3, z4) is sufficiently close to p1, and v E iR (see (8.4) ),
2
then we may take ( ¾) as a contour in (14.14). This implies readily that '.J{c) is
regular at p 1 1 and we have
2

1
i

2

As to the sum of

~

L....-

'.J~e)

L lcv(l)l Hv(½)3<I>pv(vv; 0, 0, ½, ½; g).
2

over

(e)
.
_ -~
'.JP (P½, g) 41r

(14.28)

V

p-/- 0,

~
L....-

pEZ

pEZ

p#O

P#O

it is analogous to

1 I(

l(F(½(l +v),P)l
(1 v 2 )12

(0)

F

'

p

and we have

'.J(c),

6
(

4>4p

.

! !,

v, 0, 0, 2' z, g)dv.

(14.29)

It remains to consider the function '.J&e). We note first that it is meromorphic
over C 4 . This can be proved either shifting the contour appropriately or simply
observing that all terms, except for '.J~e), in (14.23) are already known to be
meromorphic over C 4 . Thus, to see the nature of '.J~e) near the point P½, we may
let (z1, z2, Z3, z4) approach to pi2 in a specific way, as we shall do shortly.
We start from the domain defined by (14.22), where we have the representation (14.27) with p = 0. We shall move the contour, closely following the
discussion on the corresponding part of the rational case (Section 4.7 of [25]). In
the process we shall encounter singularities of the integrand, and the difficulty lies
in that they depend on z 1, z 2 , z3, z4. To facilitate the discussion we put

v1 = z1 + z2+z3 + z4 - 3, v2

v3 = z1

+ Z4 -

= z2 + z4 - z1 - Z3 -1,
z2 - Z3 - 1.

(14.30)

The zeta-part of the integrand in '.J~e) has singularities only at the six points ±v1 ,
±v2, ±v3 and at the zeros of (p(l + v)(p(l - v). Then we make an observation:
Lemma 14.2. The singularities of <I>o(v; z1 - z2, z3 - z4, z1, z 3; g) as a function of
v is contained in the set

{ ± (v1 + 2a), ±(v2 + 2b), ±(v3

+ 2c)

: Z 3 a, b, c 2 1 }-

(14.3i)

Proof. The singularities can occur only when we are unable to draw the contour
in (14.14), that is,

{ ½(o + ,8 ± v

n {1 +

+ 1) -

l± : Z 3 l± 2 0}

l1, 1 + o + l2, 'Y + 6 +

(14.32)

la : Z 3 li, l2, l3 2 0} -/- 0.

Such situations are covered by (14.31) under the current specialization. This ends
~~~

•
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We now set
1

z1

2

+ t,

z2

=

1

2

+ 2t, Z3 =

1

2

+ t, Z4 =

1

2 + 6t;

!Im ti

< co

(14.33)

with a sufficiently small co. If j < Re t < 1, then (14.22) is satisfied, and
moreover the points v1 = lOt - 1, v2 = 6t - 1, v 3 = 4t - 1 are not in the set
(14.31). Thus, the last lemma implies that we can move the contour in '.J&e) so
that the points v1, v 2 , l-'3 are on the left of the new contour, but none of the
points in (14.31) and zeros (F(l - v)(F(l + v) are encountered in the process.
Leaving the residues at v1, V2 and v3 for a later discussion, we consider the
resulting integral as a function of t as t -;. 0, while keeping Re t > 0 and moving
the contour stepwise. We observe, via the last lemma, that, except for the cases
t=
½, ½, we can draw the contour. These exceptional points obviously make
no trouble; for instance we may assume Im t > 0. Thus the integral continues
analytically to a small right semicircle centered at the origin. Then, having t in
this domain, we shift the contour back to the original, i.e., the imaginary axis.
This time we encounter singularities at -v1, -v2, and -v3 but none else. Note
that at this stage we may leave the specialization (14.33), and suppose, instead,
that (z1, z 2 , z 3 , z 4) are in a small neighbourhood of P½. The integral '.J~:! thus
obtained is regular at p.1,
and we see readily that
2

i,

1
'.Jo"' p.1,g - --4
(e)(
'

.

) _

7r

2

1
(0)

6

.
l(F(½{l +v))l
I;. (1 )12 <Po ( v,0,0,
',F

+V

1. )
z,1 z,g
dv.

(14.34)

Gathering these, we obtain the assertion

Here '.J~e) is the sum of the right side of (14.27) over all p E Z, but with a different
(z1, z2, Z3, Z4). On the other hand M is the sum of '.J(r) and the contribution of
the poles at v = ±v1, ±v2, and ±v3 that we encountered in the above procedure.
We stress that M is regular at p1.. This is because all other functions involved in
2
(14.35) are regular at p.1.
2
Hence it remains for us to compute M(z1, z2, z3 , z4 ;g). We have, in a small
neighbourhood of p 1. ,
2

(14.36)
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+ i1r2( z 3 -z4 )+ 1 _(F_(_z_2_+_z_4__1...:_)(_F_(_2_--:---z1_-_z_3,;_)(;_F....:..(,.,_~1_+_z_4_--,-----:l)~('-F..:...(2_-_z;.....2_-_z3,__'._)
4(F (4 - Z1 - Z2 - Z3 - Z4)
X

+ i,r2(z

3

<l>o(z1

+ Z2 + Z3 + Z4 -

3; Z1

-

Z2,

Z3 - Z4,

z1, Z3;g)

-z4 )+1 (F(z2 + Z4 - l)(F(z1 + z3)(F(Z4 - Z3)(F(z1 4(F(2 - Z2 - Z4 + Z1 + Z3)

+ i,r2(z3 -z4 )+1 (p(z1 + Z4 - l)(p(z2 + Z3)(F(Z4 - Z3)(p(z2
4(F(2 - Z1 - Z4 + Z2 + Z3)

z2

+ 1)

z1 + 1)

-

This is obviously a linear integral transform of the weight function g. The six
members on the right side have singularities at Pl, but these have to cancel out
2
each other as M is regular at the point. Thus, what matters actually are the
constant terms mj (1 ::; j ::; 6), respectively, in the Laurent series expansions of
these members at P!..
That is, we have
2

,

6

M(p½;g)

(14.37)

Lmj.
j=l

The computation of mi can be carried out in much the same way as in the rational
case (see pp. 176-178 of [25]). It is possible to write M(p1.;g) down explicitly in
2
terms of g and derivatives of the r-function, but we stop here to restrict ourselves
to the description of the overall structure of our subject.
To state our final result we put A 11 ,p(g)
(2i)- 1<1>p(v;O,O, ½, ½;g), and
Mp(g) = M(p½ 1 g) + aog(½i) + bog(-½i) + a19'(½i) + b1g'(-½i) with ao, a1,
bo, b1 as in (2.2). We thus have established

Theorem 14.1. Let g be as in (1. 1). Then, with the transformations Mp and
A11,'P defined above, we have the identity

(14.38)
V

'°' { !(F( ½(1 + v),p)l
+ 21ri ~J(o) l(F(l + v, 2p)l 2 Av, p(g)dv'
1

6

4

where V runs over all Hecke invariant right-irreducible cuspidal subspaces of
L 2 (I'\G) together with tl1e specifications in Section 8. Tl1e contour is the imaginary axis, and the convergence is absolute throughout.
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Remark. Despite the special nature of our dissection in (2.6) the arithmetic
ingredients in (14.38), i.e., the functions Hv(s) and (p(s,p) are in fact defined
over integral ideals of Q( i) .

15. Concluding remarks

In this final section we shall develop a discussion of elements involved in our main
result (14.38), in the light of recent developments made to understand the explicit
formula for Z 2 (g, Q), the fourth moment of the Riemann zeta-function ( = (QWe shall also ponder on an intriguing nature of (14.38).
Theorem 4.2 of [25] is now translated into
(15.1)

Here MQ has a construction similar to Mp, V runs over all Hecke invariant rightirreducible cuspidal subspaces of L 2 (PSL 2 (Z)\PSL 2 (R)), and cv(n) (Z ~ n -f 0)
are the Fourier coefficients of V, to which the Hecke series Hv is associated. The
vv is the spectral parameter of V; that is, being restricted to V, the Casimir
operator over PSL2(R) becomes the constant multiplication (v~ - ¼) • l. The
functional Av is to be made precise shortly.
The similarity between the formulas (14.38) and (15.1) appears to the authors to suggest the existence of a geometric structure yet to be discovered. In
particular, these results are expected to extend to a wide family of automorphic
£-functions (cf. [161). To enhance this observation, we quote, from [28] with minor
changes of notation, the integral representation
00

1
o

where

g(log(l + 1/r)) = ( )d
i
~v r r,
(r(r + 1))2

(15.2)

g is as above, and
(15.3)

Here

iv(u)
with J;;

= Jv, J;

(15.4)

Iv. Correspondingly, we have, for F = Q(i),
Av,p(g)

=

jj(2 log 11 + 1/uD~
lu(u + 1)[
=-v,p(u)d+u,

1
c

(15.5)
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where

(15.6)
with

(15.7)
The last three formulas follow readily from (12.26), with p = 0, and (14.1). As
a matter of fact, the Bessel kernel iv that originates in Kuznetsov's works [18],
[19] can be identified as th~ Bessel function of irreducible representations of the
group PSL 2 (JR), and so is the iv,p in its relation with PSL2(C). For these facts
see [28] and [7], respectively. This interpretation of Jv is given in Cogdell and
Piatetski-Shapiro [8]; and [28] contains an alternative and rigorous approach to it
via the concept of local functional equations of Jacquet and Langlands [15]. Its
extension (15.5)-(15.7) is proved in [7]. Hence, the resemblance between (14.38)
and (15.1) in fact reaches deeper than the sheer outlook suggests. At any events,
the last expressions show how tightly the mean values of zeta-functions are related
to the structure of function spaces over linear Lie groups.
This is naturally the same with sum formulas of Kloosterman sums. The
work [8] in fact indicates a way to directly connect the Kloosterman-Spectral sum
formula with iv, without the inversion procedure of the Spectral-Kloosterman
sum formula for PSL 2(JR) as Kuznetsov did. Since the principal means on which
[8] is based have been extended to the present situation, in [7] as remarked above,
one may argue that we could prove our Theorem 13.1 without first establishing
Theorem 10.1. That appears to be the case, but in the present work we have chosen
the way to extend the argument of [23] to include all K -aspects. This is because
the combination of the Jacquet and the Goodman-Wallach operators provides us
with a flexibility, perhaps greater than the extension of [8] could. Moreover, the
present version of the sum formula for PSL2 ( C) is more suitable than existing
ones for applications in the study of Kloosterman sums and in the investigation
of the distribution of automorphic spectral ~ata. It should, however, be remarked
that Theorem 12.1, the above proof of whicl1 depends on the Goodman-Wallach
operator, could be derived also from the interpretation of iv,p as Bessel functions
of representation of PSL 2 (C). For this see [7] again.
Finally, we make a naive comparison between (14.38) and (15.1), in their
asymptotic aspects. Here exists a remarkable difference between these formulas.
That concerns the nature of the term Mp(g) in (14.38). In (15.1) the MQ(g) is
indeed the main term in the sense that with a specialization of g it gives rise to
the main term in the asymptotic formula

(15.8)
as TT oo, where P4 is a polynomial of order 4 (Theorem 5.2 of [25]). The function
that is the counterpart of the above M for ( has an expression similar to (14.36),
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and at the point p 1 the terms involved in it have singularities of order 4 at most;
2
see Section 4.7 of [25]. Analogously the functions on the right of (14.36) have
singularities of order 4 at p 1 , and the construction of MF(g) is similar to that of
2
MQ(g). We have, however,

1:

l(F(½

+ it)l 4 dt = n(Tlog8T),

(15.9)

which can be proved by the argument in Section 7.19 of [30]. Thus, it is hard to
regard MF(g) as the main term in (14.38). This appears to raise a basic question
about the fourth moment of (F , and remotely the same about the eighth moment
of the Riemann zeta-function.
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